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ABSTRACT  
   One  challenge  in  condensed  matter  physics  is  the  active  control  of  quantum  
phases   of   functional   transition   metal   oxides   (TMOs)   using   photons.   The  
realization  of  active  control   falls   into   the   research   field  of  photo-­‐‑induced  phase  
transitions   using   ultrafast   spectroscopy,  which   has   attracted   research   effort   for  
the   past   two   decades.   Early   research   demonstrated   photo-­‐‑control   of   spin  
crossover  compounds  and  the  neutral-­‐‑to-­‐‑ionic  transition  in  organic  crystals.  The  
realization  of  photo-­‐‑control  of  the  macroscopic  properties  of  metal  oxides  is  not  a  
simple  extension  of   the  old  subject,  but  a  rebirth  and  extension  of   this   research  
area  as   reflected   in   the   following  ways:   1.  Ultrafast  optical   spectroscopy   (UOS)  
provides   a   dynamical   route   to   analyze   the   coupled   degrees   of   freedom   in   the  
equilibrium   state   of   TMOs,   providing   a   new   approach   to   understand  
fundamental   issues   in   condensed   matter   physics.   2.   UOS   studies   of   complex  
materials  drive  the  development  of  new  high  precision  experimental  techniques  
    ix  
to   facilitate   mode-­‐‑selective   excitation.   3.   The   active   control   of   magnetism,  
ferro-­‐‑electricity,   superconductivity   and   metal-­‐‑insulator   transitions   in   TMOs  
opens   new   avenues   for   the   design   and   application   of   novel   optoelectronic  
devices.  
An   even   greater   challenge   for   photo-­‐‑induced   phase   transition   is   to   realize  
nonthermal  switching  between  the  ground  state  and  a  meta-­‐‑stable  phase,  having  
a   well-­‐‑defined   order   parameter.   For   this   purpose   we   perform   ultrafast  
optical-­‐‑pump   THz-­‐‑probe   spectroscopy   on   the   strain-­‐‑engineered   colossal  
magnetoresistance   (CMR)   material   La2/3Ca1/3MnO3.   We   utilize   the   anisotropic  
strain   applied   by   NdGaO3   (001)   substrates   to   tune   the   La2/3Ca1/3MnO3   into   a  
charge   ordered   insulating   (COI)   phase,   originating   from   the   enhanced  
orthorhombicity  of  the  lattice,  such  that  Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn  bonding  angle  deviates  from  
180o.   Both   octahedral   tilting   and   Jahn-­‐‑Teller-­‐‑like   distortion   suppress   the  
ferromagnetism  and   itinerant  nature  of   the  d-­‐‑electrons.  Thus,   a   charge  ordered  
insulating   phase   dominates   at   low   temperatures.   Using   ultrafast   spectroscopy,  
we   demonstrate   a   persistent   and   single-­‐‑laser-­‐‑pulse   driven   insulator-­‐‑to-­‐‑metal  
phase   transition   in   these   La2/3Ca1/3MnO3   thin   films.   The   experimental   results  
demonstrate   that   the   light-­‐‑induced   phase   transition   is   of   a   cooperative   nature  
involving  multiple  degrees  of  freedom,  with  the  key  ingredient  of  the  switching  
    x  
being  magnetoelastic  coupling.  Such  active  photo-­‐‑control  provides  a  dynamical  
perspective  to  understand  how  the  delicate  balance  of  competing  orders  decide  
the  quantum  phases  in  colossal-­‐‑magnetoresistance  materials. 
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Chapter  1 Introduction  and  Background  
Transition   metal   oxides   (TMOs)   present   a   persistent   intellectual   and  
technological   challenge,   exhibiting   myriad   fascinating   ground   states   that,  
although   robust,   are   proximal   to   other   equally   fascinating   phases.   Enigmatic  
states   that   range   from   Mott-­‐‑Hubbard   (MH)   insulator   to   correlated   metal   to  
superconductivity   have   motivated   research   across   the   globe,   resulting   in   a  
collective   effort   leading   to   phenomenal   advances   in   the   synthesis,  
characterization,   and   theory   of   correlated   TMOs  [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  [5]  [6].   The  
underlying  rubric  for  the  complexity  inherent   in  correlated TMOs  is  as  follows:  
Competition   between   the   charge,   lattice,   spin,   and   orbital   degrees   of   freedom  
(DOF)  determines  the  macroscopic  properties  and  results  in  exquisite  sensitivity  
to  external   influences   that   include  temperature,  pressure  or  uniaxial  strain,  and  
electric   and   magnetic   fields.   Indeed,   numerous   complementary   experimental  
techniques  are  required  to  adequately  characterize  the  basic  properties  of  TMOs.  
Optical   spectroscopy   plays   a   crucial   role   because   the   relevant   fundamental  
excitations   are   spectrally   accessible   and   the   changes   in   the   optical   properties  
(under  perturbation)  are  quite   large     [7]  [8].  Optical   spectroscopy  of  TMOs   is   a  
large   field;   we   focus   on   the   burgeoning   area   of   time-­‐‑resolved   studies   of  
correlated  TMOs.  The  basic  idea  is  to  excite  a  sample  with  a  short  (e.g.,  sub-­‐‑10  fs–
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1  ps)  pump  pulse,  monitoring   the  subsequent  dynamics  with  a  second  delayed  
probe  pulse.  The  details  are  expanded  upon  below,  and  at  this  point  we  simply  
mention  key  big  picture   issues   related   to   the  question  of  why  one   interrogates  
TMOs  with  ultra-­‐‑short  optical  pulses.     
  
  
Figure   1-­‐‑1   The   competing/interacting   charge,   spin,   lattice   and   orbital   degrees   of   freedom   in  
transition  metal  oxides.  
  
For   starters,   time-­‐‑domain   studies   enable   dynamics   to   be   probed   at   the  
fundamental   timescales   of   electronic   and   atomic  motion,   providing   a  powerful  
approach   with   which   to   disentangle   (to   the   extent   possible)   DOF   competition  




even   greater   interest   is   the   potential,   as   evidenced   by   recent   experiments,   to  
utilize   ultrafast   optical   spectroscopy   (UOS)   to   create   and   identify   thermally  
inaccessible   phases,   examples   including   cuprates,   manganites,   and   vanadates.  
TMOs  are  fertile  ground  for  such  searches  precisely  because  of  DOF  competition  
and  hallmark  optical  signatures  that  betray  the  emergence  of  a  novel  phase.  An  
associated   question   is   how   to   obtain   (potentially   metastable)   novel   phases.  
Furthermore,   are   there   multiple,   and   possibly   optimal,   optical   excitation  
pathways  (e.g.,  inter-­‐‑band  transitions,  IR  active  phonons)  to  dynamically  drive  a  
phase   transition?   DOF   coupling   has   led   to   the   concept   of   mode-­‐‑selective  
excitation,   in  which  a  specific  DOF  is  preferentially  excited,  resulting   in  unique  
evolutionary  dynamics  during  the  course  of  a  phase  transition  [9].  In  the  case  of  
TMOs,   UOS   can   be   considered   a   dynamical   approach   by  which   to   transiently  
modify   the   transition   metal   environment   through   photo-­‐‑doping   or   initiating  
coherent   octahedral   rotations   and   distortions   to   modify   tolerance   factors   and  
bandwidths,  with  the  goal  of  controlling  the  macroscopic  properties.  Even  under  
intense  excitation  with  femtosecond  pulses  (leading  to,  for  example,  on  the  order  
of   one   quanta   per   unit   cell),   the   most   robust   features   of   a   given   TMO’s  
personality  are  evident  at  short  times.  Although  the  goal  of  UOS  is  to  understand  
and   control   TMOs,   the   advances   in   growth   and   characterization   mean   that,  
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comparatively,  TMOs  are  relatively  well  controlled  complex  systems.  Therefore,  
TMOs   can   serve   as   models   to   investigate   general   features   of   non-­‐‑equilibrium  
dynamics   in  complex  systems.  Finally,  UOS  can  determine  the  speeds  at  which  
changes   in   the  properties  of  TMOs  occur,  which  has   important   implications  for  
developing   devices,   including   switches,   low-­‐‑threshold   memory,   and  
detectors  [10].   The   efforts   have   required   a   collective   multidisciplinary   effort  
spanning   materials   science,   solid   state   chemistry,   condensed   matter   physics,  
optical   spectroscopy,   and   accelerator   physics.   Although   advances   to   date   are  
impressive,   further  progress   in   the  dynamics   and   control   of  TMOs  will   benefit  
from   an   even   broader   outlook,   incorporating   ideas   and   techniques   from   other  
scientific   disciplines.   For   example,   in   recent   years   studies   of   non-­‐‑equilibrium  
dynamics  in  Bose-­‐‑Einstein  condensates  have  flourished,  and  theoretical  advances  
may   be   applicable   to   TMOs   (and   to   other   solid-­‐‑state  materials)  [11].   A   second  
example   is   attosecond   science,   which   includes   the   recent   demonstration   of  
field-­‐‑induced  control  in  conventional  wide  band  dielectrics  and  metals  [12]  [13].  
Similar   ideas   apply   to   narrow   bandwidth   materials   (e.g.,   TMOs)   with  
correspondingly  longer  pulses.     
Chapter   2   presents   a   brief   overview   of   the   strong   electron-­‐‑electron  
correlations  in  condensed  matter  physics.  This  provides  knowledge  for  Chapter  3,  
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where   we   introduce   the   physics   of   CMR   manganites   and   with   a   focus   on  
La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3.   Chapter   4  will   discuss   the   state-­‐‑of-­‐‑the-­‐‑art   strain   engineering   for  
tuning  the  electronic  and  magnetic  properties  through  elastic  control.  Chapter  5  
gives  an  overview  of  the  spectroscopic  signatures  of  correlated  TMOs.  It  sets  the  
stage   for   Chapters   6   and   7,   which   gives   examples   of   photo-­‐‑induced   phase  
transitions   and   our   demonstration   of   photonic-­‐‑control   of   CMR   La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3.  
Chapter  9  provides  a  conclusion  and  future  outlook.       
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Chapter  2 Strongly  Correlated  Effects  in  Condensed  Matter  Physics  
2.1 The  Band  Theory  of  Solids  
The  band  theory  [14]  [15]  has  been  very  successful  in  the  understanding  and  
design   of   materials   including   metals,   insulators   and   semiconductors.   It   offers  
physicists   a   quantitative   description   of  many   important   physical   properties   of  
semiconductors,  insulators  and  metals,  and  explains  why  these  materials  behave  
in   the  way   they  do.  One   important   outcome  of   band   theory   is   the   existence  of  
electronic  bands  which  are  separated  by  energy  /band  gaps,  where  each  band  is  
associated  with   the  orbital  of  a   single  atom  or  molecule.  More   importantly,   the  
wave   nature   of   electrons   is   well   preserved   in   this   treatment,   such   that   the  
Schrödinger   equation   of   single   electron,   which   interacts   with   the   surrounding  
periodic   lattice,   thereby   providing   the   electron   dispersion.   The   band   gap,   in  
which  no  energy  states  are  allowed  due  to  the  Bragg’s  reflection,  plays  a  decisive  
role   for   the   transport   properties,   i.e.   metallic,   insulating   or   semiconducting.  
Figure  2.1  depicts  some  details  of  how  the  transport  property  of  materials  can  be  
associated  with   the   band   structure.   The  material   is   an   insulator  when   there   is  
either  full  or  empty  energy  band,  such  that  the  number  of  electrons  that  carries  
equal   but   opposite  momentum  are   the   same.  And   the   net   current  will   be   near  
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zero   under   an   applied   DC   electric   field.   It   becomes   a  metal   when   the   highest  
occupied  band  is  only  partially  filled  by  electrons.  When  electric  field  is  applied,  
the  imbalance  of  the  number  of  occupied  states  shows  up  near  the  Fermi-­‐‑surface.  
In  turn,  a  net  current  is  created,  which  makes  it  metallic.  Solids  are  classified  as  
semiconductors  when   the   band   gap   is   small,  which   enables   thermal   excitation  
from  the  valence  band  to  the  conduction  band.  
  
  
Figure  2-­‐‑1  Schematic  of  metal,  semiconductor  and  insulator  band  structure.  
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2.2 Electron-­‐‑electron  Correlation  in  Mott-­‐‑insulator  
Although   band   theory   has   been   quite   successful   in   explaining   physical  
properties  of  a  numerous  materials,  it  faced  a  great  challenge  when  one  tried  to  
predict   the  main  properties  of   transition  metal  oxides.  Some  of   them  have  very  
simple  chemical  composition,  e.g.  CoO,  MnO  and  NiO,  and  yet  the  band  theory  
fails  to  predict  the  correct  ground  state.  The  outer  shell  electron  configuration  of  
Co  (Cobalt)  is  3d74s2,  and  the  electron  configuration  of  oxygen  is  2s22p4.  The  total  
number  of  electrons   is  15,  which   is  an  odd  number.  According   to  band   theory,  
CoO   has   electrons   of   an   odd   number   per   unit   cell,   should   be  metal,   since   the  
corresponding  band  near  the  Fermi  surface  is  partially  filled.  In  reality,  CoO  is  a  
good  insulator,  different  from  prediction.  
   Mott  [16]  was  the  first  one  to  pointed  out  the  underlying  mechanism,  which  
causes   the   failure   of   the   band   theory,   is   the   electron-­‐‑electron  
interaction/correlation   (Coulomb   interaction).   Within   the   context   of   the   band  
theory,   electrons   are   treated   as   non-­‐‑interacting   particles.   Band   theory   is  
convenient   and   valid   for   materials,   in   which   electron-­‐‑electron   correlation   is  
considered   as   perturbation.   This   is   true   for   materials   with   wide   bandwidth  
where  the  hopping  energy  is  large  in  comparison  to  electron  repulsion.  In  other  
words,  the  overlapping  of  neighboring  transition  metal  atoms  is  relatively  large,  
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and  it  dwarfs  the  Coulomb  interaction  of  two  electrons  on  the  same  atomic  site.  
In   contrast,   in  materials  where   the   transition  metal   ions  are   separated  by  other  
ions  (oxygen),  the  kinetic  energy  of  d  electrons  is  much  smaller  or  comparable  to  
the   Coulomb   interaction,   due   to   the   reduced   spatial   overlapping   of   the  
neighboring   d-­‐‑orbitals.   The   large   energy   cost   to   form   a   state,   which   has   two  
electrons  on   the   same  atomic   site,   impedes   the  hopping  of   electrons.  Thus,   the  
electrons  are  localized,  corresponding  to  an  insulating  state.  The  problem  of  this  
correlated  electron  system  now  become  a  game  of  competition  of  the  itinerancy  
(hopping   of   electrons)   and   Coulomb   interaction   (localization   of   electrons).   A  








iiji nnUcctH ,  
Where σσσ iii ccn
+= ,   the  first   term  describe  the  hopping  between  sites   i  and   j,  and  
summation  goes  over  neighbors  <ij>,  the  second  term  is  the  energy  cost  to  have  
double   occupancy,   due   to   the   Coulomb   interaction.   The   Hubbard   model,  
neglecting  important  factors  in  many  TMOs  such  as  long  range  interaction,  spin,  
lattice,   orbital  degrees  of   freedom,   is   only   a   starting  point   to  decipher   strongly  
correlated   electron   materials.   A   complete   understanding   of   the   correlated  
electron  material   (CEM)   in   general   requires   a  much  more   sophisticated  model.  
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However,   the   Hubbard   model   captures   many   important   physics   of   correlated  
electron  materials.  
  
Figure   2-­‐‑2   Spectral   weight   transfer   results   from   strong   electron-­‐‑electron   correlations.   (a,b)  
Characteristic  real  part  of  the  optical  conductivity;  (c,d)  Density  of  states  for  a  normal  (weakly  
correlated)  metal  and  for  a  strongly  correlated  metal.  
  
Figure  2.2  (c,  d)  shows  the  typical  density  of  states  (DOS)  given  by  the  Hubbard  
model.   Upon   increasing   electron   correlations   (increasing   U/t),   the   highest  
occupied   band   (metallic)   splits   into   lower   and   upper   Hubbard   band,   with   a  
residual  quasiparticle  peak  at  the  Fermi  energy.  The  system  is  still  metallic,  but  
with   a   strong   electron-­‐‑electron   correlation.  When  U/t   exceeds   a   certain   critical  
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value,  the  quasiparticle  peak  will  disappear.  As  a  result,  such  transition  forms  a  
fully   occupied   lower   Hubbard   band   (LHB)   and   empty   upper   Hubbard   band  
(UHB).  This  is  the  famous  Mott  transition.  One  very  important  characteristic  is  so  
called   Spectral   Weight   Transfer   (SWT),   which   can   be   directly   observed   by  
spectroscopic   optical   conductivity   measurements,   shown   in   Figure   2-­‐‑2   (a,   b).  
Upon  crossing   from  U/t>1   to  U/t<1,   the  optical  conductivity  exhibits  SWT  from  
high   to   low   energies.   The   relevant   energy   scales   are   on   the   order   of   several  
electron  volts,  and  thus  large  changes  in  the  spectral  weight  between  the  visible  
and  the  far-­‐‑IR  empirically  classifies  a  material  as  strongly  correlated.     
  
Figure   2-­‐‑3  Density  of   states   for   a   strongly   correlated   system  with   a  partially   filled  Hubbard  
band.  
  
Figure  2-­‐‑3  shows  the  DOS  of  a  strongly  correlated  system  with  Ne  occupied  
states  in  the  lower  Hubbard  band.  Suppose  that  the  system  has  N  atomic  sites  in  
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real  space,  so  there  are  still  N-­‐‑Ne  empty  sites,  which  leaves  2(N-­‐‑Ne)  empty  states  
in   the   lower   Hubbard   band.   In   total,   we   now   have   2(N-­‐‑Ne)+Ne=2N-­‐‑Ne   empty  
states  available.  As  we  decrease  the  occupied  states   from  Ne   to  Ne’   in   the   lower  
Hubbard   band,   the   available   states   become   2N-­‐‑Ne’,   i.e.   more   than   before.   This  
redistribution  from  the  upper  Hubbard  band  into  the  lower  Hubbard  band  is  also  
termed   as   Spectral   Weight   Transfer.   This   is   essentially   different   from   the  
semiconductor,  where  upon  doping  the  high  energy  excitation  spectral  weight  is  
unaffected   with   a   low   energy   excitation   shows   up   only,   i.e.   spectral   weight  
transfer  will  not  happen.     
   The   discussion   above   is   the   most   simplified   theoretical   description   of   a  
strongly   correlated   electron   system,   which   only   considers   hopping   between  
nearest  neighbor  transition  metal  atoms.  However,  in  the  case  of  transition  metal  
oxides,   one  must   also   consider   the   oxygen   ions   that   separates   the   neighboring  
transition  metal  ions.  Depending  on  the  position  of  the  p  bands,  which  originates  
from  the  p  valence  orbital  of  oxygen,  the  TMO  is  categorized  as  a  Mott-­‐‑Hubbard  
insulator  or  a  Charge  Transfer  insulator.  1).  When  the  oxygen  p-­‐‑band  is  at  lower  
energy   than   the   LHB,   the   material   is   a  Mott-­‐‑Hubbard   insulator,   in   which   the  
hopping   of   electrons   does   not   involve   the   p   band   at   all.   The   physics   in  
Mott-­‐‑Hubbard   insulator   could   be   described   by   the   Hubbard   Model   above.   2).  
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When   the   oxygen  p-­‐‑band   sits   at   an   energy   in   between   the   LHB   and  UHB,   the  
lowest  excitation  corresponds  to  a  transition  from  the  p-­‐‑band  to  the  UHB,  instead  
of  LHB  to  UHB.  As  shown   in  Figure  2.4   (DOS  for  Mott-­‐‑Hubbard   insulator  and  
Charge-­‐‑transfer  insulator),  the  coulomb  repulsion  U  and  kinetic  energy  t  decides  
the  physical  property   for   a  Mott-­‐‑Hubbard   insulator,  when   t<U<Δ,  where  Δ    is  
charge-­‐‑transfer  energy.  When  t<Δ<U,  the  material  is  a  Charge-­‐‑transfer  insulator.     
  
  
Figure  2-­‐‑4  Density  of  states  for  Mott-­‐‑Hubbard  insulator  and  Charge-­‐‑transfer  insulator.  
  
   This   classification  of  Mott-­‐‑Hubbard   and  Charge-­‐‑transfer   insulator  was   first  
proposed   by   Zaanen,   Sawatsky   and   Allen   (ZSA)  [18].   A   schematic   ZSA   phase  
diagram   is   shown   in   Figure   2.5.   When   Δ   is   larger   than   U,   a   transition   from  
Mott-­‐‑Hubbard   insulator   to  metal  will  occur  upon  decreasing  U  or   increasing   t.  
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On   the   left   hand   side   of   the   ZSA   phase   diagram,   the   system   transits   from   a  
charge-­‐‑transfer   insulator   to   region   which   has   more   complexities   than   metallic  
phase,  upon  decreasing  of  Δ  or  increasing  t.  However,  most  exciting  phenomena  
in   condensed   matter   physics   lies   in   this   regime,   which   corresponds   to   a   hole  
doping   in   the   oxygen   p-­‐‑band,   with   hybridization   with   the   transition   metal   d  
electrons.   The   rich   phases,   as   a   result,   include   the   famous   high   Tc  
superconductivity  and  Colossal  Magnetoresistance  materials.     
  
  
Figure   2-­‐‑5   Zaanen,   Sawatsky   and  Allen   (ZSA)   phase   diagram   for   classifying  Mott-­‐‑Hubbard  
insulator,  charge-­‐‑transfer  insulator  and  a  correlated  metal.  
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2.3 Control  of  Quantum  Phases  in  Strongly  Correlated  Materials  
   Strongly   correlated   materials   not   only   provide   physicists   an   open   field   to  
developing   our   understanding   of   many-­‐‑body   electron   interactions   in   solids  
within   the   broad   context   of   condensed   matter   physics.   It   also   offers   new  
functionalities  and  more  freedom  to  control  quantum  phases  of  solids,  which  is  
quite   important   for   real   world   application.   In   the   simplest   case   of   a   Mott  
insulator,   it   has   been   shown   that   the  metal   to   insulator   phase   transition   could  
occur,  when  the  kinetic  energy  t,   i.e.  bandwidth  W  is  changed,  or  the  system  is  
doped   with   either   hole   or   electron   carriers.   Here   we   mainly   focus   on   the  
transition  metal  oxides,  in  which  the  bandwidth  W  (or  t)  couples  to  spin,  orbital,  
lattice  degrees  of   freedom.  This  gives   rise   to  numerous   interesting  phenomena,  
including   insulator-­‐‑metal   transition,   charge/orbital   ordering,   ferro-­‐‑electricity,  
colossal   magnetoresistance,   multiferroicity   and   high-­‐‑Tc   superconductivity.   A  
grand   challenge   is   to   directly   control   the   phases   even  without   doping   carriers  
into  the  system,  because  of  the  coupling  of  many  degrees  of  freedom.     
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Chapter  3 Overview  of  Colossal  Magnetoresistive  Material:  La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3  
3.1 Introduction  to  Colossal  Magnetoresistance  (CMR)  Materials  
   Colossal  Magnetoresistance  material  (CMR)  [19]  refers  to  a  class  of  transition  
metal   oxides   that,   in   the  vicinity  of   a  metal   insulator   transition,   exhibit   a  giant  
change  in  the  resistivity  upon  application  of  a  magnetic  field.  Under  a  magnetic  
field   of   several   Tesla,   the   resistivity   can   change   up   to   several   orders   of  
magnitude.   Most   CMR   materials   discovered,   so   far,   are   manganese   oxide  
compounds  with  composition  R1-­‐‑xAxMnO3   (R  denotes   rare  earth  element  La;  Pr;  
Sm;   Nd,   A   denotes   alkali   earth   element   Ca;Sr;Ba).   Manganite   often   has   a  
perovskite   crystal   structure,   of   which   the   unit   cell   (Figure   3-­‐‑1)   has   rare/alkali  
earth  atoms  at  the  corners,  oxygen  at  the  face  center,  and  manganese  at  the  body  
center,   forming   a   MnO6   octahedral,   which   plays   an   important   role   in  
determining  the  macroscopic  properties,  including  CMR,  in  the  manganites.  The  
parent   compound   of   CMR   materials   (LaMnO3   or   PrMnO3)   are   charge-­‐‑transfer  
Mott   insulators  with   antiferromagnetic   order   at   low   temperature.   They   can   be  
hole-­‐‑doped   by   replacing   the   rare   earth   atoms  with   alkali   earth   element   atoms,  
such   that   Mn3+   and   Mn4+   coexist.   However,   doping   hole-­‐‑carriers   does   not  
necessarily   result   in   a   metal   insulator   transition   as   predicted   by   the   simple  
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Hubbard  model.  There  are  some  other  important  factors  (lattice,  orbital  and  spin  
degrees  of  freedom)  in  play.  The  competition  between  the  electron,  lattice,  orbital  
and   spin   degrees   of   freedom   leads   to   an   extremely   rich   phase   diagram   in   the  
manganites,   and   has   yet   been   well   understood   so   far.   For   these   reasons,   it  
becomes   a   test-­‐‑bed   for   theories   of   correlated   effects   in   transition  metal   oxides.  
Further,   an   increased  understanding  of   the  manganites  may  provide   important  
insights  into  the  problem  of  high-­‐‑Tc  superconductivity.  
  
Figure  3-­‐‑1  Unit  cell  of  the  perovskite  lattice  (ABO3)  as  a  common  structure  of  the  manganites.     
  
   The  direct  outcome  of  doping  of  the  CMR  manganite  with  alkali  elements  is  
filling  the  valence  band  with  hole-­‐‑carriers.  However,  substitution  with  will  also  
increase  the  MnO6  rotation  in  the  pseudo-­‐‑cubic  parent  compound,  because  of  the  
mismatch  of  the  radii  of  the  rare  earth  and  alkali  earth  element  in.  It  changes  the  
overlap  of  neighboring  Mn  atoms  through  oxygen,   i.e.   the  kinetic  energy  of  the  
d-­‐‑electron   of   Mn   (or   bandwidth)   is   reduced.   These   d-­‐‑electrons,   thus,   tend   to  
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localize   due   to   such   lattice   effects.   The   physics   becomes   even  more   interesting  
when  these  localized  d-­‐‑electrons  on  the  Mn3+  interact  with  the  six  oxygen  atoms,  
which   forms   an   octahedron,   termed   as   the   Jahn-­‐‑Teller   effect   (see   next   section).  
There   is   a   gain   in   energy   because   the   occupied   d-­‐‑electron   orbital   energy   is  
lowered,   even   though   the   deformation   of   MnO6   octahedral   costs   energy.   To  
minimize   the   total   elastic   energy   cost,   each   MnO6   octahedral   will   elongate   in  
direction   orthogonal   to   that   of   its   neighbors.   Thus,   a   patterned   cooperative  
Jahn-­‐‑Teller   distortion   on   the   global   scale   is   favored.   As   a   consequence,   a   new  
order  will  emerge,  in  which  both  the  d-­‐‑electron  of  Mn3+  and  its  orbital  orientation  
are  periodically  distributed.  This   type  of  new  order   is   termed  as  charge/orbital  
ordering.  
  
3.2 Detailed  Story  of  Jahn-­‐‑Teller  Effect  and  Charge/Orbital  Ordering  
“All   non-­‐‑linear   nuclear   configurations   are   unstable   for   an   orbitally   denegerate  
electronic  state”-­‐‑-­‐‑-­‐‑-­‐‑  Jahn-­‐‑Teller  theorem  [20]  
In  transition  metal  oxides,  the  main  physics  originates  from  the  d-­‐‑electrons  of  
the  transition  metal  element.  The  d-­‐‑orbital  in  a  bare  transition  metal  element  has  
a   five-­‐‑fold   degeneracy.  When   it   is   octahedrally   coordinated,   the   degeneracy   is  
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lifted  by  the  crystal  field  from  the  oxygen  environment,  and  it  splits  into  two-­‐‑fold  
degenerate  eg   orbits  and   three-­‐‑fold  degenerated   t2g   orbits,  due   to   the   symmetry  
breaking  crystal  field.     
The  Coulomb  interaction,  between  the  electrons  of  d-­‐‑orbital  (transition  metal)  
and  p-­‐‑orbital   (oxygen),  makes  a  perfectly  symmetric  O6  octahedron  unstable.   It  
will  cause   the   lattice   to  deform,   leading  to  energy  gain   in  Coulomb  interaction.  
The   consequence   is   that   the   eg   and   t2g   orbital   further   splits.   Figure  3-­‐‑2   shows  a  
deformation   from   cubic   to   tetragonal   symmetry,   as   a   simple   case   of   Jahn-­‐‑Teller  
effect.  Where   does   this   instability   come   from   in   terms   of   energy?   Suppose   the  
elongation  of  the  lattice  is  u,  the  total  energy  gain  of  orbital  splitting,  due  to  the  
octahedral   deformation,   is   approximately  αu,   where   α   is   a   linear   coefficient  
(dz2,dzx,dyz  decreases  by  factor  of  3,  dx2-­‐‑y2,  dxy  increase  by  factor  of  2  ).  The  energy  
cost  of  lattice  deformation  is  1/2βu2,  where  β   is  a  coefficient  for  elastic  energy.  
The   total   energy   gain   Etot=-­‐‑α|u|+1/2βu2,   which   is   two   minimum   at   |u|=α/β  




Figure   3-­‐‑2  Crystal   field   splits   the   five-­‐‑fold  degenerate   3d   levels   (eg   and   t2g).   The   Jahn-­‐‑Teller  
effect  further  lifts  the  degeneracy.  
  
Figure  3-­‐‑3  Crystal  structure  of  LaMnO3  (left),  and  the  orbital  order  (right).  
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When  putting   together  many   of   these   unit   cells   of   transition  metal   oxygen  
octahedron,   all   the   octahedrons   will   deform   to   accommodate   Jahn-­‐‑Teller  
distortion   from   its   neighbor,   in   the   spirit   of   lifting   the   orbital   degeneracy   and  
decreasing   energy   cost   of   lattice   distortion.   Thus,   a   long-­‐‑range   periodic  
Jahn-­‐‑Teller   distortion   is   favored.   Figure   3-­‐‑3   (left)   is   the   crystal   structure   of  
LaMnO3   (one  eg  electron  per  Mn3+   site)  with   the  periodic  arrangement  of  MnO6  
octahedrons.   Since   the   direction   of   the   octahedron   elongation   decides   the  
pointing   direction   of   the   eg-­‐‑orbital,   we   now   simultaneously   have   a   periodic  
distribution   of   eg-­‐‑orbital   (orbital   ordering)   embedded   homogeneously   in   the  
cooperative   Jahn-­‐‑Teller   distortion.   Additionally,   one   can   obtain   other   ordered  
states   (associated  with   charge   and   spin)   in   addition   to   the   orbital   order,   if  we  
dope  50%  of  Ca  into  LaMnO3  such  that  Mn3+  and  Mn4+  coexist  with  1:1  ratio.  The  
ground  state  of   the  La0.5Ca0.5MnO3  orbital  distribution  is  shown  in  Figure  3-­‐‑4.   It  
shows  not  only  orbital  ordering,  but  also  a  state  with  Mn3+  and  Mn4+  spreading  
out  and   forming  a   checkerboard  pattern  [22].  This   is   just  one  example  how   the  
interplay  of  spin,  charge,  lattice  degrees  of  freedom  results  in  symmetry  breaking  
state  with   charge/orbital,   spin   and   long-­‐‑range   Jahn-­‐‑Teller   ordering   in   the  Mott  
insulator.  Such  phenomenon  can  be  observed  in  most  manganites,  and  also  other  




Figure  3-­‐‑4  Orbital  and  charge  order  of  the  CE  type  projected  on  the  MnO2  sheet.  
  
3.3 Properties  of  La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3  
CMR  was  first  discovered  by  G.  H.  Jonker  and  J.  H.  Van  Santen  in  1950s     [23].  
And   the   research   interest   was   re-­‐‑ignited   in   the   1994   by   S.   Jin     [24],   who  
demonstrated  that  the  resistivity  of  the  thin  film  La0.67Ca0.33MnO3  could  be  tuned  
by   more   than   103   times   near   room   temperature   and   105   at   77K.   Such   strong  
magnetic  field  dependent  resistivity  does  not  exist   in  its  bulk.  Figure  3-­‐‑5  shows  
the   prototype  magnetic   field   dependent   resistivity   curves   of   the   single   crystal  
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3  [25].  When  the  metal-­‐‑insulator  transition  temperature  (Tc~250K)  
is   approached,   one   can   quench   resistivity   of   LCMO  upon   increasing  magnetic  
field.   Also,   the   overall   resistivity   of   LCMO   decreases   and   the   transition  






Figure  3-­‐‑5  Resistivity  of  La0.67Ca0.33MnO3  vs.  temperature  under  various  magnetic  field.  
  
of  Ca  doping  was  performed   later  by  Cheong  group  [26].  Figure  3-­‐‑6   shows   the  
phase   diagram   of   La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3.   At   high   temperature   (room   temperature   or  
higher),  LCMO  is  a  paramagnetic  insulator.  In  the  low  temperature  regime,  this  
mixed  valence  manganite  has  several  well  defined  phases,  which  are  distinctive  
to   each   other   and   the   paramagnetic   insulating   phase.   Upon   increasing   the   Ca  
concentration,   LCMO   experiences   antiferromagnetic   insulating   (AFM-­‐‑I),  
ferromagnetic   insulating   (FM-­‐‑I),   ferromagnetic   metallic   (FM),   and  
charge-­‐‑ordered/antiferromagnetic   (CO/AFM-­‐‑I)   phases.   For   this   thesis,   we   will  
focus  on  optimally  doped  La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3  with  x=1/3.     
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In  addition  to  the  insulator  to  metal  transition  at  260K  for  x=1/3  compound,  
the  structural  and  magnetic  properties  have  also  been  studied  (Figure  3-­‐‑7)     [27].  
It  was  found  that  the  lattice  parameters  have  a  discontinuity  associated  with  the  
magnetic  and  electronic  transition  of  La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3.  An  interesting  aspect  is  that  
the  in-­‐‑plane  lattice  constants  a,  b  are  clearly  discontinuous,  while  the  change  in  
lattice   constant   along   c   is   nearly   continuous.   Such   anisotropic   behavior   of   the  
lattice  implies  that,  in  LCMO  (x=0.33),  the  coupling  of  electronic,  spin  and  lattice  
degrees  within  the  a-­‐‑b  plane,  instead  of  c  direction,  plays  the  crucial  role,  leading  
to  a  phase  transition.  Besides  the  discontinuity  of  lattice  constant,  the  Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn  
bond  angle  also  increases  toward  180  degree  with  decreasing  temperature.  Such  
increase   in   the   bond   angle   assists   the   hopping   of   eg   electron   (increase   the   eg  




     
Figure  3-­‐‑6  Phase  diagram  of  La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3  as  a  function  of  Ca  doping  level  and  temperature.  
  





3.4 Colossal  Magnetoresistive  Theories  
3.4.1 Early  Models:  Double-­‐‑exchange  
   Soon   after   the   discovery   of  CMR   in   the   50s,   theories  were   proposed   by  C.  
Zener     [28]   to   explain   the   ferromagnetic   metallic   state,   and   by   P.   G.   de  
Gennes  [29]  to  explain  the  doping  dependence  of  the  AFM  to  FM  transition.  The  
idea   of   double   exchange   proposed   by   Zener   is   used   to   explain   the   correlation  
between   electrical   conduction   and   ferromagnetism,   and   can  be   summarized   in   the  
following  way:   “(1)   intra-­‐‑atomic   exchange   is   strong   so   that   the   only   important  
configurations  are  those  where  the  spin  of  carrier  (eg   electron)   is  parallel   to  the  
local   ionic   spin   (core   spin  of   t2g   electrons);   (2)   the   carriers  do  not   change   their  
spin  orientation  when  moving;  accordingly  they  can  hop  from  one  ion  to  the  next  
only  if  the  two  ionic  spins  are  not  anti-­‐‑parallel;  (3)  when  hopping  is  allowed  the  
ground   state   energy   is   lowered”.   The   kinetic   energy   of   the   eg   electron   can   be  
formulated   as  𝒕 = 𝒕𝒊𝒋 ∗ 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽𝒊𝒋,   where   tij   is   the   hopping   integral,   ignoring   the  
magnetism;   𝜽𝒊𝒋    is   describes   the   spin   alignment   of   two   adjacent   Mn   atoms.  
Energy   term   𝑱 𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽𝒊𝒋 ,   where   J   is   the   exchange   integral,   originates   from   the  
super-­‐‑exchange  mechanism,  which   favors  AFM   insulating  phase   and   competes  
with  the  itinerancy  of  d  electrons.  This  will  qualitatively  give  rise  to  a  transition  
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from  AFM  insulator  to  FM  metal  as  doping  level  x  in  La1-­‐‑xCaxMnO3  approaching  
a  critical  level   𝒙𝒄 = 𝝅𝑱𝒕 .     
   Although   the  double-­‐‑exchange  magnetism  gives  a   satisfying  explanation  of  
the  correlation  between  magnetism  and  conduction  state  as  a  function  of  doping  
level   in   the   lower   part   of   the   phase   diagram   of   LCMO,   it   poorly   predicts   the  
properties   in   the   upper   part   of   the   phase   diagram.   According   to   the  
double-­‐‑exchange   mechanism,   the   paramagnetic   phase   of   the   optimal   doped  
LCMO   will   reduce   the   kinetic   energy   of   the   carrier,   because   the   random  
orientation  of  local  spins  of  Mn3+/Mn4+  increases  the  scattering  rate  when  electron  
hops   to   neighboring   site.   A   quantitative   calculation   within   the   scope   of  
double-­‐‑exchange  only  gives  a  decrease   in  conductivity,   instead  of  an   insulating  
phase   at   high   temperature.   This   drawback   implies   that   other   important  




Figure  3-­‐‑8  Schematic  of  double-­‐‑exchange  mechanism.  The  extra  electron  on  Mn3+  eg-­‐‑orbital  can  
hop  to  the  adjacent  Mn4+  site,  through  the  oxygen,  if  cores  spins  of  Mn  ions  are  parallel.     
  
3.4.2 Electron-­‐‑phonon  Coupling  in  CMR  
It  has  been  pointed  out  by  both  experimental     [30]  and  theoretical  [31]  work  
that  electron-­‐‑lattice  coupling  plays  a  key  role  in  the  physics  of  CMR,  regardless  
of  the  fact  that  electron-­‐‑electron  correlation  is  the  fundamental  mechanism.  Two  
types  of  electron-­‐‑lattice  interaction  exists  in  CMR  manganite.     
The   first   one   is   related   to   the  Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn   bond   buckling   introduced   by   the  
rare/alkali  earth  atoms.  The  buckling  of  Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn  bond  results  in  the  rotation  or  
tilting   of   the  MnO6   octahedron,  which   directly   determines   the   itinerancy   of   eg  
d-­‐‑electrons   and   the   magnetic   exchange   integral   of   the   two   neighboring  
manganese   atoms.   The   Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn   buckling   amplitude   is   quantified   by   the   so  
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called  “tolerance  factor”，f!"#$%&'($ = !!!!! !!"!! .  With  the  help  of  tolerance  factor  to  
describe   the  geometrical  distortion  of  CMR  manganite,  we   can  unambiguously  
determine   how   MnO6   tilting   and   rotation   sensitively   tune   its   electronic   and  
magnetic  properties  at  a  fixed  carrier  doping  level  [30],  Figure  3-­‐‑9.     
The   second   type   of   electron-­‐‑lattice   coupling   comes   from   the   strong  
interaction   of   eg   electrons   and   the   MnO6   octahedron   through   the   Jahn-­‐‑Teller  
effect.   At   the   eg   occupied   Mn   site,   the   electron   cause   a   local   distortion   that  
dresses   up   the   eg   electron,   such   that   a   potential   minimum   is   created   locally.  
When   the   carrier   hops   to   neighboring   site,   the   lattice   distortion   follows   the  
carrier.   This   local   lattice  distortion   is   termed   a   “small   polaron”,  which  hinders  
the  hopping  of   eg   electrons.  Upon   increasing   the  alkali   earth   concentrating,   the  
long-­‐‑range   Jahn-­‐‑Teller   distortion   present   in   the   parent   compound   RMnO3  
disappears,  due  to  the  disorder.  However,  this  short-­‐‑range  dynamical  Jahn-­‐‑Teller  
distortion   does   exist.   It   is   believed   to   be   the   origin   of   the   high   temperature  
insulating  phase  of  the  doped  manganites.  In  the  following  chapters,  we  will  give  
examples  of  control  the  electronic  properties  of  CMR  through  tuning  both  types  




Figure   3-­‐‑9   Phase   diagram   of   temperature   vs   tolerance   factor   for   the   system   A0.7A’0.3MnO3,  
where   A   (A’)   is   a   rare   (alkali)   earth,   open   symbols   denote   the   magnetic   transition,   solid  
symbols  denote  the  electronic  transition.  
  
3.4.3 Magneto-­‐‑elastic  Coupling  in  manganites  
   It   is   now   believed   that   all   DOF   of   CMR   participate   the   insulator   to  metal  
transition,   and   both   experimental   and   theoretical   studies   suggested   that   the  
electron,  spin,  lattice  and  orbital  sectors  need  to  be  treated  on  the  same  footing.  A  
recent  neutron  scattering  experiment  delves   into   the  details  of   the   the  spin  and  
lattice   coupling  [32],   Figure   3-­‐‑10.   The   experiment  was   performed   in   the   parent  
compound  LaMnO3,  in  which  a  PM-­‐‑AFM  transition  occurs  without  an  insulator  
to   metal   transition.   A   lattice   constant   anomaly   is   evident   near   the   Neel  
temperature,   and   is   attributed   to   the   direct   magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling,   since  
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charge  ordering  or  electronic  transitions  within  the  temperature  range  of  interest  
are   absent   in   such   LaMnO3.   It   also   implies   that   the   magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling  
should  be  included  for  a  quantitative  description  of  CMR,  despite  the  important  
electron-­‐‑phonon  and  spin-­‐‑orbit  coupling.  
  
Figure  3-­‐‑10  Lattice  constant  along  a  and  b  orientation  vs.  temperature.  The  solid  line  represents  
the  background  without  magneto-­‐‑elastic  coupling.  
  
3.4.4 Phase  Separation  Scenario  
Another   important   aspect   of  most  CMR  manganites   is   the   phenomenon   of  
Phase   Separation   (PS),   in   which   the   FM   and   AFM   insulating   clusters   coexist  
inhomogeneously.   PS   is   suggested   by   theoretical  [33]  [34]  [35]   work   and  
evidenced  by  experimental  work  [36]  [37].  As  described  above,  double-­‐‑exchange  
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alone   is   not   sufficient   to   describe   the   transport   properties   above   Tc.   Further,  
models   based   on   the   localization   of   d-­‐‑electrons   initiated   by   electron-­‐‑coupling  
through   Jahn-­‐‑Teller   effect   have   been   proposed.   At   a   fixed   hole   doping,   these  
factors   cause   the   ferromagnetic  metallic   and  AFM   insulating   phases   to   have   a  
similar  energy  near  the  first-­‐‑order  phase  transition.  When  disorder  in  the  system  
is  significant  enough,  clusters  of  FM  and  AFM  will  form  on  the  micron  scale,  and  
they   coexist   through   the   phase   transition.   The   scenario   of   phase   separation   is  
used   to   account   for   the   CMR   effect.   The   balance   of   volume   fraction   of   both  
phases  is  crucial  for  transport  property.  Since  the  two  coexisting  phases  are  close  
in   energy,   any   perturbation,   such   as   magnetic   field  [38],   pressure  [39],  
temperature   and   light  [40]  [41],  will  make   the  metallic   cluster   to   percolate  [42],  
such  that  the  resistivity  can  be  tuned  by  various  external  stimuli.  
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Chapter  4 Strain-­‐‑engineering  of  Functional  Transition  Metal  Oxides  
4.1 Strain  and  Interface  Engineering  in  Thin  Film  Perovskites  
In  the  previous  chapter,  we  have  discussed  the  electron-­‐‑lattice  coupling  of  in  
CMR   manganites.   One   type   of   the   electron-­‐‑lattice   coupling   is   related   to   the  
“tolerance  factor”,  which  can  be  controlled  with  chemical  substitutions  of  the  A  
site   atom   with   rare/alkali   earth   atoms   with   different   radii,   such   that   the  
tilting/rotation   of   octahedrons,   which   are   the   building   blocks   of   fascinating  
physics   in   TMO,   can   be   tuned.   Due   to   the   strong   electron-­‐‑lattice   coupling   in  
CMR,   transport   property   can   be   directly   modified   by   such   chemical   lattice  
control.  However,  the  octahedral  control  by  chemical  substitution  is  very  limited  
by  the  available  chemistry  via  element  substitution.  There  exist  alternative  ways  
of   octahedral   control   for   developing   new   functionalities   and   better   control   of  
TMO,   which   go   beyond   the   scope   of   the   chemical   substitution.   The   recent  
development   of   the   synthesis   and   characterization   of   thin   film   TMO   samples  
offers  researchers  an  powerful  route  to  march  towards  rational  control  of  TMOs  
with  enhanced  or   even  new   functionalities  which  do  not   exist   in   the  bulk.  The  
key   ingredient  of   such   rational   control  of  TMO   is  modification  of   the   thin   film  
lattice   structure   by   employing   substrates   with   different   lattice   constant   or  
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symmetry.   When   a   strong   enough   and   continuous   coupling   of   thin   film   and  
substrate  exist  at  the  hetero-­‐‑interface,  the  thin  film  will  accommodate  to  the  local  
lattice  symmetry,  which   is  enforced  by   the  underlying  substrate.  Such  epitaxial  
strain  will  adjust  the  size,  shape,  and  connectivity  (octahedral  rotation  magnitudes  
and   pattern)   of   the   MO6   octahedra   in   the   thin   film.   The   outcome   of   such  
structural  modification  can  be  quite  dramatic  (insulator  to  metal  phase  transition,  
enhanced   CMR,   dielectric,   piezoelectric,   and   multiferroic   properties)   in   TMO  
because  of  the  strong  interplay  of  DOF  [4]  [43].     
While  size,  shape  and  connectivity  can  be  used  as  handles  to  tune  transition  
metal   oxides,   control   of   octahedral   connectivity   is   commonly   used   for  
strain-­‐‑engineering  in  TMOs.  In  general,  three  degrees  of  freedom  (rotation  about  
x,y,z   axis   in   unit   cell)   for   such   connectivity   are   all   accessible   for   control.   The  
possible   patterns   can   be   categorized   by   Glazer   notation  [44].   Rotation   of  
neighboring  MO6  octahedra  can  be  either  in  phase  (labeled  with  superscript  +)  or  
out  of  phase  (labeled  with  superscript  -­‐‑).  Figure  4-­‐‑1  shows  examples  of  different  
rotation  patterns   for   tetragonal  and  orthorhombic  structures.  The  orthorhombic  
structure,  possessed  by  LCMO,  has  out  of  phase  rotation  about  the  x,y-­‐‑axis,  but  
in   phase   rotation   along   the   c-­‐‑axis,   labeled   as   a-­‐‑a-­‐‑c+.   For   a   compound   that   has  
orthorhombic  symmetry,   the  M-­‐‑O  bond   length  and   the  M-­‐‑O-­‐‑M  bond  angle  can  
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be   controlled   independently,   due   to   the   anisotropic   a-­‐‑a-­‐‑c+   rotation   pattern.  
“Compressive   (tensile)   strain   increases   (decreases)   the   rotation   about   c-­‐‑axis,  
while   the   total  magnitude   of   the   rotation   pattern   is   kept   nearly   constant   by   a  
compensating   increase  (decrease)   in   the  rotations  about  x,y-­‐‑axis  simultaneously  
(110)”  [4].  This  means  that,  under  either  a  compressive  or  tensile  strain,  any  (001)  
oriented   film   possessing   an   orthorhombic   symmetry   will   experiences   MO6  
tilting/rotation   solely,   almost   without   modification   of   the   M-­‐‑O   bond   length.  
Therefore,   we   have   direct   control   of   the   bandwidth   and   magnetic   exchange  
interaction  of  TMO  by  independent  tuning  of  the  MO6  rotation  angle  in  the  (001)  
oriented   orthorhombic  materials.   This   is   the  method  we   use   to   introduce   new  
phases   into   the   optimally  doped  LCMO,   that   do   not   occur   in   bulk,   unstrained  
samples.  
  
Figure   4-­‐‑1   (Left)   In   phase   rotation   about   z-­‐‑axis;   (middle)   out   of   phase   rotation   about   z-­‐‑axis;  
(right)  out  of  phase  rotation  in  x-­‐‑y  plane,  in  phase  about  z-­‐‑aixs.  
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4.2 Strain  engineering  of  CMR  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  
In   this   thesis,  we   consider   LCMO   films   that   are   strain-­‐‑engineered   through  
the   anisotropic   strain   (compressive   [110],   tensile   [010]).   This   arises   from   the  
enhancement  in  the  magnitude  of  the  orthorhombic  symmetry  inherited  from  the  
NdGaO3   (NGO)   substrate   by   the   LCMO   thin   film  [45].   Bulk   LCMO   has   lattice  
constant:   aB=5.4717Å,   bB=5.4569Å,   cB=7.7112Å,   while   the   NGO   substrate   has  
lattice   constant:   aS=   5.4332Å,   bS=   5.5034  Å,   cS=   7.7155Å.   The   orthorhombicity   is  
defined  as  1-­‐‑a/b,  which  gives   -­‐‑0.003   for  LCMO,  and  0.013   for  NGO.  As   such,  a  
coherent   growth   mode   of   LCMO   on   top   of   NGO   will   enhance   the  
orthorhombicity  of  the  film.  Since  the  lattice  constant  decreases  (increases)  along  
a  (b)  orientation,  a  fully  relaxed  LCMO  film  will  have  an  anisotropic  strain.  For  a  
(001)   film,   there   is  a   -­‐‑0.7%  compressive   strain  along   [100],   and  a  +0.85%   tensile  
strain  along  [010].  Figure  4-­‐‑2  shows  AFM  images  and  resistivity  curves  of  LCMO  
films   of   different   thickness   grown   on   [001]   NGO   substrates   under   different  
growth  conditions.  The  R-­‐‑T  curves  of  the  as-­‐‑grown  films  show  an  insulator-­‐‑metal  
transition  at  T~220K  as  in  bulk.  Interestingly,  the  annealed  sample  behaves  in  an  
entirely  different  way,   in  which   a   charge-­‐‑ordered   state   emerges,   instead  of   the  
bulk-­‐‑like   insulator-­‐‑metal   transition.   That   is,   because   of   the   epitaxial   strain,   the  
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LCMO   film   is   tuned  out   of   the   FM   state   at   lower   temperature   in   the   annealed  
film.     
  
Figure  4-­‐‑2  (a,  b,  d,  e)  AFM  images  of  as-­‐‑grown  and  annealed  LCMO  film  (10nm,  15nm);  (c,  f)  
Resistivity  vs.  temperature  curves  for  all  films.  
  
   What  is  the  mechanism  that  changes  the  transport  properties  so  dramatically?  
Looking  at  the  AFM  image  of  LCMO  film  of  the  same  thickness  before  and  after  
annealing   provides   us   some   clues.   The   morphology   of   the   sample   changes  
remarkably   from   a   disordered   pattern   into   one  with   regular   and   sharp   atomic  
terraces  of  just  one  of  just  one  unit  cell.  It  is  also  found  that  the  size  and  height  of  
the  terraces  is  almost  the  same  as  those  of  a  substrate  that  has  been  annealed  in  
the   manner.   This   indicates   that   the   periodic   atomic   size   terrace   is   likely   to  
originate  from  the  relaxation  of  the  LCMO  film  lattice  toward  the  NGO  structure,  
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which  has  more  pronounced  orthorhombicity.  The  AFM  image  of   the  annealed  
samples  conveys  an  important  message,  the  strain-­‐‑engineering  of  LCMO  film  is  a  
global  effect,  i.e.  it  is  likely  that  there  exist  a  long-­‐‑range  cooperative  connectivity  
modulation  with  enhanced  orthorhombicity.  The  enhanced  orthorhombicity  may  
cause  a  decrease  in  Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn  bond  angle,  i.e.  decrease  in  electronic  bandwidth.  
In   this  way,   the   eg   electrons  have   a   tendency   to   localize,   and  a   charge  ordered  
state  is  favored  in  LCMO  (x=0.33),  which  is  absent  in  the  bulk.     
It  is  also  worth  thinking  about  the  microscopic  lattice  modification  in  detail.  
A  recent  DFT  calculation  of  the  M-­‐‑O-­‐‑M  bond  angle  of  LaNiO3  was  performed  as  
a  function  of  the  epitaxial  strain  enforced  by  the  substrate  [46].  This  study  shows  
that  the  out-­‐‑of-­‐‑plane  bond  angle  can  be  tuned  nearly  by  3.6o  per  percent  strain.  
Recall   that   the   tensile   (compressive)   strain   in   LCMO   film   is   +0.85%   (-­‐‑0.7%).  
Assuming   similar   magnitude   of   rotation   occurs   in   LCMO   as   well,   the  
modification  of  the  out-­‐‑of-­‐‑plane  bond  angle  is  around  5.58o.  Such  striking  change  
in  bond  angle  will   surely  modify   the   corresponding   tolerance   factor  of  LCMO.  
Figure  4-­‐‑3  shows  the  rotation  of  MnO6  (bond  angle)  in  RMnO6  with  various  R  site  
elements  [47]  [48].  If  we  change  the  bond  angle  of  LaMnO3  by  5.58  degree,  we  are  
approaching  PrMnO3,  possessing  a  smaller  tolerance  factor.  This  implies  that  the  
anisotropic   epitaxial   strain   pushes   LCMO   toward   PCMO,   in   which   the  
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charge/orbital  ordered  insulating  phase  is  dominant  (see  Figure  3-­‐‑9).  In  this  sense,  
strain-­‐‑engineering   is   a   unique   tool   to   enable   us   to   fully   explore   the   “tolerance  
factor”  phase  diagram  in  a  continuous  fashion,  bypassing  chemical  substitution.  
One  would   argue   that   we   can   always  mix   La   and   Pr   to   reach   regions   that   in  
between  PCMO  and  LCMO.  It  is  a  commonly  used  technique  in  the  early  study  
of  lattice  effect  in  CMR.  However,  synthesis  of  these  compounds  requires  a  very  
precise  control  of  the  ratio  of  rare  earth  elements.  In  addition,  mixing  Pr  and  La  
introduces   site   disorder,  which  perturbs   the   long   range   cooperative   octahedral  
distortion.This,  woul  make  it  difficult  to  realize  phase  control,  which  is  essential  
for   realization   of   the   non-­‐‑thermal   photo-­‐‑induced   phase   transition   to   hidden  
meta-­‐‑stable  state.  
  




Chapter  5 Basic  Aspects  of  Spectroscopy  of  Correlated  Materials  
  
Optical   spectroscopy   plays   a   crucial   role   to   unveil   the   physics   of   strongly  
correlated   materials   because   the   relevant   fundamental   excitations   (phonon,  
magnon,  charge-­‐‑density  wave,  spin-­‐‑density  wave  and  superconducting  gap  etc.)  
are   spectrally   accessible   (Figure   5-1).   Further,   changes   in   the   optical   properties  
with  perturbation  can  be  quite  large.  
  






There   are   two   mutually-­‐‑complementary   techniques   for   probing   materials  
with   photons:   time-­‐‑integrated   spectroscopy   (steady-­‐‑state   spectroscopy),  
time-­‐‑resolved   spectroscopy   (non-­‐‑equilibrium   spectroscopy).   In   the   following  
sections,  we  will  discuss  salient  aspects  of  both  techniques.     
  
5.1 Time  Integrated  Spectroscopy  of  Correlated  Materials  
For  most   spectroscopic  experiments,   either   reflection  or   transmission  of   the  
optical   beam   from   the   sample   is   measured,   in   order   to   decide   the   real   and  
imaginary  part  of   the   complex   refractive   index  n   and  k.  The   complex  dielectric  
constant,  including  dielectric  (real)  and  dissipative  (imaginary)  part,  is  related  to  
the  refractive  index  by     
   ε! = 𝑛! − 𝑘!;   ε" = 2𝑛k   Equation  5.1  
   ε" = 2𝑛k   Equation  5.2  
The   main   principle   for   extracting   spectroscopic   information   (absorption,  
conductivity   etc.)   of   solids   is   encoded   in  Maxwell’s   equations   and  Ohm’s   law  𝐽 = 𝜎𝐸 ,   from   which   the   complex   optical   conductivity   σ(ω)    as   a   function   a  
photon  energy  (frequency)  can  be  derived.  We  can  directly  express   σ   in  terms  of  
the  complex  dielectric  function  ε,  and  vice  versa.  
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   ε(ω) = ε! + iσ(ω)ω    Equation  5.3  
   σ! ω = ωε"(ω)   Equation  5.4  
   σ"(ω) = −ω[ε′(ω)− ε!]   Equation  5.5  
where   ε!   is   the   high-­‐‑energy   contributions   from   inter-­‐‑band   transitions   besides  
the   free   carrier   contribution.   With   the   knowledge   of   either   one   of   the   optical  
parameters,  one  can  easily  calculate  other  two  quantities.  The  optical  parameters  
can   be   measured   by   several   methods,   including   reflectivity/transmittance,  
ellipsometry,  interferometry  and  time  domain  spectroscopy.     
5.1.1 Reflectivity  measurement     
Reflectivity  measurements  are,  in  principle,  the  simplest  way  to  measure  spectral  
response   of   a   sample.   For   normal   incidence,   the   reflectivity   is   given   by   the  
equation:  
   R = 𝑛 − 1𝑛 + 1 !   Equation  5.6  
where   n=n(ε′, ε").   Recall   that   we   also   have   the   Kramers-­‐‑Kronig   relations   from  
causality:  
   ε!(ω′)− 1 = !! 𝑝 !!(!!)!!!! 𝑑𝜔′!!!      [49]   Equation  5.7  
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With   these   two  equations   (Equation  5.6  and  5.7),  we  can  assign  values   for  both  
real  and  imaginary  part  of  dielectric  constant  in  the  frequency  domain.  However,  
this   method   has   some   drawbacks.   Lacking   the   information   throughout   all  
frequencies,   there   could   be   errors   due   to   the   fact   that   the   Kramers-­‐‑Kronig  
integral  requires  infinity  as  the  upper  limit,  which  is  not  experimentally  feasible.     
  
  
Figure  5-­‐‑2  Measurement  principle  of  ellipsometry.  
  
5.1.2 Ellipsometry  measurement  
Ellipsometry  [50]  [51]   can   avoid   the   trouble   of   the   integral   from   zero   to  
infinite   frequency,   as   required   by   the   Kramers-­‐‑Kronig   relation.   One   can  
determine   the   optical   parameter   precisely   at   a   specific   frequency   even   with   a  
monochromic  light  source.  The  reflection  and  transmission  coefficient  for  both  s  


































































==    Equation  5.11  
rp   (tp)  and  rs   (ts):   reflection  (transmission)  coefficient   for  p  and  s  polarized  light.  
Erp,   (p  component  of  reflected  light),  Ers,   (s  component  of  reflected  light),  Eip:   (p  
component   of   incident   light),   Eis:   (s   component   of   incident   light),   Etp,   (p  
component   of   transmission),   Ets,   (s   component   of   transmission),   n1   and   n2   are  
complex   refractive   index   for   the  medium   forming   the   interface.   1θ ,   2θ ,   3θ    are  
angles  of  incidence,  reflection  and  transmission.  For  ellipsometry,  the  measured  
quantity  is  the  complex  ratio  of  the  p  and  s  polarized  light  reflection  coefficient:  




pρ    Equation  5.12  
The   quantity   Ψtan describes   the   amplitude   ratio   of   the   outgoing   p   and   s  
polarized   light,  which  have   the   same  amplitude  before  hitting   the   sample.  The  
quantity   Δ    describes  the  relative  phase  shift  between  the  p  and  s  polarized  light.  
These   two   quantities   giving   us   two   equations   (Equation   5.13)   with   n2’,   n2”   as  
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variables  (assuming  the  n1  is  a  know  value),  such  that  we  can  easily  calculate  the  
complex  index  of  refraction  n2=n2’+i*n2”  for  a  bulk  material.     





−=Δ=Ψ    Equation  5.13  
With  proper  model  and  analysis,  one  can  extract  refractive   index  and  thickness  
of  thin  film  and  multilayer  sample  as  well.  There  are  several  advantages  of  using  
spectroscopic   ellipsometry:   (a)   Ellipsometry   is   a   universal   tool   for   the  
contact-­‐‑free   measurement   of   the   sample   thickness   and   complex   optical  
parameters.   (b)  The  measured  quantities   in  ellipsometry  are  from  a  comparison  
of  p  and  s  component  of  the  same  “photon”  in  amplitude  and  phase.  In  this  sense,  
the  noise  from  the  light  source  fluctuation  is  minimized,  because  it  is  essentially  
a   self-­‐‑referencing   technique   (any   fluctuation   in   laser   power  will   not   affect   the  
value   of   ΔΨ, ).   (c)   For   phase   sensitive   measurement,   especially   for   reflection  
experiments   (especially   for   reflection),  ellipsometry   is  a  better  option   than   time  
resolved   technique   (see   next   subsection).   The   reason   is   that   the   phase  
information  is  carried  by  the  p,  s  polarized  component  of  the  light,   instead  of  a  
spatial  delay  between  sample  and  reference  signal  as  in  the  case  of  time  domain  
or   interferometry   measurements.   Thus,   in   contrast   to   time-­‐‑domain   or  
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interferometry   measurements,   a   spatial   displacement   of   the   sample   will   not  
introduce  any  phase  error  in  ellipsometric  measurements.  
5.1.3 Time-­‐‑domain  experiment  (microwave  and  far-­‐‑infrared  range)     
Time-­‐‑domain   experiments   are   a   complementary   method   to   ellipsometry.  
However,  it  has  indispensable  privilege  in  ultrafast  spectroscopy,  in  which  a  time  
dependent  (as  short  as  sub-­‐‑picosecond  time  scale)  complex  refractive   index  can  
be   measured.   Technically,   it   is   much   easier   than   setting   up   time   resolved  
ellipsometry,  which  also  yields  time-­‐‑dependent  refractive  index  eventually.  In  a  
standard   time   domain   experiment,   the   E-­‐‑field   waveform   of   a   laser   pulse   is  
directly  measured.   Taking   the   Fourier   transform   of   the   time   domain   data   fs(t)  
yields   a   complex   spectrum   in   the   frequency   domain   𝐅𝐒𝐚𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐞(𝐰) ,   including  
amplitude  and  phase.  When  dividing  the   𝐅𝐒𝐚𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐞(𝐰)   by  𝐅𝐫𝐞𝐟(𝐰),  one  can  extract  
the   absolute   amplitude   and   phase   change   due   to   the   sample,   with   which   the  
complex   refractive   index   without   using   can   be   calculated   Kramers-­‐‑Kronig  
analysis.   Time-­‐‑domain   spectroscopy   is   an   excellent   technique   in   general   for  
transmission   experiments,   without   any   artificial   phase   shift   mentioned   above.  
However,  like  other  methods,  it  has  limitations.  Since  time-­‐‑domain  spectroscopy  
uses  another  much  shorter  electric  or  optical  pulse   to  convolute  with   the   target  
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pulse,   it   is   always   crucial   to   guarantee   the   gate   pulse   is   approximately   a   delta  
function,  compared  with  the  timescale  of  the  target  pulse.  Therefore,  the  current  
limit  of  ultra-­‐‑short  pulse  generation  (sub-­‐‑10fs)  puts  a  restriction  on   the  spectral  
range   (10µμm)  [52]  [53]  [54]  [55],   below  which   a   precise  measurement   of   electric  
field  waveform  is  lacking  with  electro-­‐‑optic  sampling  method  [56].  Nevertheless,  
1  THz   to  10µμm   is  a   significantly  broad  spectral   range,  which  covers  almost  2/3  
area  in  Figure  5-­‐‑1.  Extending  the  accessible  wavelength  range  of  the  time-­‐‑domain  
technique   will   rely   on   the   development   of   stable   and   tabletop   sub-­‐‑fs   pulse  
generation   technique,   which   belongs   to   the   fast   growing   and   cutting   edge  
attosecond  science  [57].  
  
5.2 Time  Resolved  Spectroscopy  of  Correlated  Materials  
5.2.1 Ultrafast  Optical  Spectroscopy  (UOS)  
Time   integrated   (static)   spectroscopy   is   a   convenient  way   to  determine   the  
band   structure,   elementary   excitations  [8]  [58]   (phonon,   magnon,   CDW,   SDW,  
superconducting   gap,   pseudogap)   and   free   carrier   response   in  materials   of   all  
kinds.  Measurement  of  the  optical  conductivity  is  an  important  starting  point  for  
time-­‐‑resolved   measurements.   In   materials   with   strong   coupling   of   DOF,   it   is  
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better  to  rely  on  ultrafast  spectroscopy  for  resolving  the  evolution  and  interaction  
of  DOF  in  time-­‐‑dependent  manner,  which  offers  complementary  insights  into  the  
physics   of   DOF   that   results   in   the   rich   phase   diagram   of   TMOs   or   strong  
correlated   materials   in   general.      A   typical   ultrafast   spectroscopy   employs   an  
excitation   pulse   (pump)   to   drive   the   system   out   of   the   equilibrium   state,   and  
another  much  weaker  laser  pulse  (probe)  to  probe  the  induced  non-­‐‑equilibrium  
dynamics   at   the   wavelength   of   interested   at   different   pump-­‐‑probe   delay.   By  
measuring   the   probe   signal   in   transmission   or   reflection,   “snapshots”   of   the  
transient   state   are   taken   to   temporally   reveal   the  non-­‐‑equilibrium   state   (Figure  
5-­‐‑3).  The  pump  beam  may  be   in   the  visible,   the  mid-­‐‑IR,   or   the   terahertz.  Even  
greater   selectivity   exists   for   the   probe   and   may   also   include   UV,   X-­‐‑rays,   or  
electron  pulses.  UOS  can  disentangle  the  interacting  DOFs  in  materials,  it  offers  
opportunity   to   study   the   fundamental   timescale   of   electronic   and   atomic  
motion  [59],   formation   (or   destruction)   of   condensate   (CDW  [60],  





Figure  5-­‐‑3  Schematic  of   the  ultrafast  pump-­‐‑probe  spectroscopy:   (top)   the  experimental  setup;  
(bottom)  example  trace  of  the  dynamics  measured  by  the  probe  pulse.  
  
5.2.2 Introduction  to  Terahertz  Science  and  Technology  
We   will   now   narrow   our   discussion   of   time-­‐‑domain   technique   to   THz  
spectroscopy,  since  it  is  the  most  relevant  technique  for  the  research  topic  of  this  
dissertation.   THz   radiation   is   the   electromagnetic   wave   that   oscillates   at   the  
frequency  range  from  approximately  100GHz  to  10THz.  From  the  spectroscopic  
point   of   view,  THz   radiation   covers  wavelengths   from  approximately   30µμm   to  
3mm.  THz  technology  is  a  pretty  new  and  fast  developing  field  due  to  the  limit  
of   operation   frequency   of   available   electronics,   and   of   the   optical   conversion  
efficiency   from   the  most   commonly   used   commercial   Ti:Sapphire   laser   source.  




the  energy  difference  between  orbitals  or  the  vibrational  modes  of  most  material.  
This   makes   it   quite   challenging   for   developing   a   coherent   light   source   that  
directly  emit  THz  photons.  The  same  problem  also  existed  for  quite  a  long  time  
at   the   detection   side.   Semiconductor   detectors   do   not  work   at   THz   frequency,  
since   such   small   photon   energy   cannot   excite   electrons   across   the   band   gap   to  
generate   an   electric   signal.   The   lack   of   efficient   generation   and   detection  
techniques   existed   for   some   time.   This   has   been   termed   as   “THz   gap”   by   the  
optics  community  [62].  
   Development   in  THz  science  and   technology  has  enabled  researchers   to   fill  
up   the   “THz   gap”   gradually   during   the   past   two   decades,   such   that   one   can  
study   lattice   vibrations,   collective   modes   [63]  [64]   (excitations)   and carrier  
dynamics  [65]   from   a   condensed   matter   physicist   point-­‐‑of-­‐‑view.   Using   THz  
radiation  as  a  probe  in  combination  with  optical  photo-­‐‑excitation,  we  are  able  to  
get   insight   into   phenomena,   such   as   electron-­‐‑electron   interactions,   phase  
transitions  [66]  and  non-­‐‑equilibrium  dynamics  [67].  Even  more  exciting  progress  
were   recently   made   to   generate   intense   THz   pulses   of   energy   up   to   10µμJ   by  
Hebling  and  Nelson  at  MIT  [68].  So  THz  pulses  can  now  be  used  not  only  as  a  
probe  beam,  but  also  an  excitation  beam.  This  opens  up  an  entirely  new  field  for  
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ultrafast   spectroscopy   of   materials,   and   offers   the   opportunity   to   control  
materials  with  the  intense  THz  pulses.  
  
5.2.3 Time  Domain  THz  Spectroscopy:  Principle  and  Methods  
5.2.3.  a.  Generation  and  Detection  of  THz  Wave  
Two   typical   methods   are   in   use   for   generating   short   THz   pulse,   (i)  
photo-­‐‑conductive   antenna   based  [69];   (ii)   optical   rectification   in   various  
nonlinear  crystals  (ZnTe  [56],  GaP,  LiNbO3  [70]  etc.).     
The  photo-­‐‑conductive  antenna  method  (Figure  5-­‐‑4)  uses  a  femtosecond  laser  
pulse  to  excite  a  transient  current,  which  has  very  short  lifetime  (1ps  or  less),  in  
between  a  static  electric   field  biased  dipole  antenna,   fabricated  on   top  of  a   low  
temperature-­‐‑grown  GaAs  wafer.  Such  a  current  burst  of  the  dipole  antenna  will  
radiate   a   single   cycle   picosecond   electro-­‐‑magnetic   wave,   of   which   the   Fourier  
transform   usually   peaks   at   about   1THz     [69]  [71]  [72].   The   high-­‐‑end   of   its  
spectrum   reaches   3THz.   The   detection   (readout)   of   the   THz   wave   employs  
another   photo-­‐‑conductive   antenna   connected   to   a   current   amplifier.   The  
detection  antenna  will  be  biased  by  the  transient  electric  field  carried  by  the  THz  
waveform,  instead  of  a  DC-­‐‑voltage  as  in  the  generation  antenna.  A  gate  near-­‐‑IR  
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pulse  arrives  at  the  antenna  to  inject  carriers,  which  has  very  short  lifetime,  and  
acts  as  a  switch  that  puts  an  extremely  narrow  temporal  window  on  the  circuit.  
When  the  THz  beam  arrives  at  the  antenna  gap,  the  antenna  only  experiences  a  
very  narrow  part  of  the  THz  E-­‐‑field  at  a  fixed  time,  because  the  spatial  width  of  a  
THz  pulse  is  on  the  order  of  millimeter.  It  is  reasonable  to  treat  the  local  E-­‐‑field  
experienced  by  the  antenna  as  a  quasi-­‐‑static  one.  When  no  photo-­‐‑excited  carrier  
exists   in  gap,   the  photo-­‐‑current  will  be  small   (except  for  residual  dark  current).  
When  the  near-­‐‑IR  detection  beam  arrives  at  the  gap  at  a  specific  time  delay  with  
respect  to  the  THz  pulse,  the  quasi-­‐‑static  E-­‐‑field  of  THz  will  dictate  the  sign  and  
amplitude   of   the   photo-­‐‑current.   This   means   we   can   map   out   the   entire   THz  
waveform  by  measuring  the  photo-­‐‑current  across  the  antenna,  as  we  sweep  the  






Figure  5-­‐‑4  (Top)  Schematic  of  THz  generation  and  detection  using  photo-­‐‑conductive  antenna  
technique     [72].   Time   domain   waveform   (lower   left)   of   THz   beam   generated   from  
low-­‐‑temperature  and  semi-­‐‑insulating  GaAs  and  their  spectral  amplitude  (lower  right)     [71].  
  
Optical  rectification  in  ZnTe  and  GaP  crystals  is  another  widely  used  method  
for  generating  of  THz  pulses.  In  the  process  of  optical  rectification,  the  incident  
near-­‐‑IR   multi-­‐‑cycle   femtosecond   laser   pulse   is   converted   into   a   nearly   single  
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cycle   THz   pulse.   More   precisely,   THz   generation   using   optical   pulses   is  
difference   frequency   generation   (DFG)   through   over   the   bandwidth   of   the  
generating   optical   pulse,   which   can   be   explained   within   the   framework   of  
nonlinear   optics.   In   the   nonlinear   crystal,   of   which   the   second   order  
susceptibility   is   large,   the   polarization   P   changes   not   only   linearly   with   the  
driving  electric   field  E,  but  also  has  a  quadratic   component   that   scales  with  E2.  
The  polarization  P  is  given  by  a  Taylor  expansion  with  respect  to  E.     
   [ ])...()()( 2)2()1(0 tEtEtP χχε +=    Equation  5.14  
   Or   )()()( tPtPtP nonlinearlinear +=    Equation  5.15  
  














   Equation  5.16  
We   can   separate   the   polarization   into   linear   part  PL  and   nonlinear   part  PNL.   It  
yields  











   Equation  5.17  
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It  is  self-­‐‑evident  that  the  nonlinear  part  of  the  polarization  acts  as  a  source  term  
in   the   wave   equation.   If   the   second   order   of   the   nonlinear   polarization   P   is  
considered,  an  incident  wave,  which  carriers  two  different  frequencies  ω!  and  ω!,  
will  yield  the  polarization:  
   [ ]221)2(0 )cos()cos()( tttP ωωχε +=    Equation  5.18  
It   gives   four   terms   that   oscillate   at   frequencies   distinct   from   the   fundamental  










0 ωωωωωωχε tttP    Equation  5.19  
Because   of   the   second   order   nonlinear   term,   the   polarization   can   oscillate   at  
second   harmonic   frequency   of   the   fundamental   frequencies 2ω!, 2ω! ,   sum  
frequency   ω! +ω!,  and  difference  frequency,   ω! −ω!.  The  difference  frequency  
generation  (DFG)  is  the  source  of  the  THz  radiation  from  nonlinear  crystals,  such  
as  ZnTe,  GaP,  LiNbO3  crystals.  A  Fourier   transform  limited  100fs  near-­‐‑IR  pulse  
has  bandwidth  of  4-­‐‑5  THz.  Through  the  self  difference   frequency  generation  of  
different   Fourier   components  within   the   spectrum   of   a   near-­‐‑IR   pulse,   one   can  
obtain  a  THz  pulse  that  has  a  bandwidth  of  several  terahertz.  However,  there  is  a  
prerequisite  for  efficient  generation  through  nonlinear  processes,  phase  matching.  
That   is   the   refractive   index   of   the   fundamental   and   the   generated  
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electromagnetic   wave   must   have   the   same   (or   close)   value   inside   nonlinear  
medium,  such   that   the   frequency  mixed  wave   is  always   in  phase  with   the  new  
generated  wave  from  the  fundamental,  to  avoid  destructive  interference.  For  the  
ZnTe,  GaP  crystal,   the  phase  matching  condition   is  almost   fulfilled  because   the  
optical-­‐‑group-­‐‑velocity   and   THz-­‐‑phase-­‐‑velocity   are   similar  [73]  [74]  [75].  
However,   for   high-­‐‑field  THz  generation   in  LiNbO3,   there   is   a   big  difference   in  
refractive  index  of  the  two.  It  requires  special  technique  to  realize  a  quasi-­‐‑phase  
matching  (see  next  subsection).  
   In   terms   of   the   standard   language   of   nonlinear   optics  [76],   the   optical  








)2( )()(),,()( ωωωωχε    Equation  5.20  
where   THzΩ denotes  the  THz  frequency;  i,  j,  k  denote  the  component  of  the  vector  
or   tensor   field;   ),,( 21
)2( ωωχ −ΩTHzijk    denotes   the   second-­‐‑order   nonlinear  
susceptibility   that   involves   the   DFG   of   THz   radiation.   Here,   we  may   take   the  
limit  as   22 ωω → ,  since  the  THz  frequency  is  much  smaller  than  the  frequency  of  
an   fundamental   optical   beam.   Now   the   second-­‐‑order   polarization   can   be  
expressed  as:  








)2( )()(),,0()0( ωωωωχε    Equation  5.21  
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On   the  detection  side,  another  way   to  measure   the  THz  waveform,  besides   the  
PC   antenna   method,   is   to   use   additional   nonlinear   crystal   through   the  
mechanism   termed   as   Electro-­‐‑Optic   sampling   (EO   sampling)  [56]   or   Pockels  
effect.  The  Pockels  effect  is  also  a  nonlinear  phenomenon  related  to  DFG  of  THz  











)2( ωωχεωωωχεω    Equation  5.22  
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0 ωωχε    Equation  5.23  
  
The  Pockels  effect  demonstrates  that  a  static  or  quasi-­‐‑static  E  electric  field  would  
modulate  the  susceptibility  of  the  nonlinear  crystal,  and  result  in  a  birefringence  
for  the  near-­‐‑IR  beam  in  our  case.  Such  birefringence  is  linearly  dependent  on  the  
(quasi)   static   E   field.   Similar   to   the   photo-­‐‑conductive   readout   method,   the  
transient   E-­‐‑field   of   the   THz   pulse   experienced   by   the   detection   crystal   is  
quasi-­‐‑static   at   a   fixed   time.   If   we   can   measure   the   birefringence   that   is  
proportional  to  this  quasi-­‐‑static  E-­‐‑field,  and  sweep  the  delay  of  THz  and  near-­‐‑IR  
beams,  we  will  be  able  to  map  out  the  entire  THz  pulse  shape.  Figure  5-­‐‑5  shows  
the  detection  scheme  with  a  [110]  ZnTe  crystal.  A  quarter-­‐‑wave  plate  is  used  to  
generate   a   circularly   polarized   light   (without   THz),   which   splits   into   two  
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orthogonal  polarized  beams  of   the  same   intensity   for  balanced  diode  detection.  
In  the  presence  of  a  transient  E-­‐‑field  of  THz  pulse,  the  optical  beam  will  become  
elliptical,   meaning   that   the   two   polarization   components   are   not   balanced.   A  
current   signal   will   then   be   generated   that   directly   proportional   to   the   THz  
transient  E-­‐‑field.     
  






Figure   5-­‐‑6   (Top)   Schematic   of   time   domain   THz   spectroscopy   with   the   optical   pump-­‐‑THz  
probe   function   (bottom   left)   THz   wave   form   generated   from   ZnTe   crystal.   (Bottom   right)  
amplitude  distribution  in  the  frequency  domain.  
  
Figure   5-­‐‑6   shows   the   scheme   of   the   entire   experimental   setup   for   THz  
spectroscopy.   Near-­‐‑IR   pulses   (30-­‐‑40fs   800nm   central   wavelength)   are   emitted  
from   a   regenerative   laser   amplifier.   The   beam   is   split   into   THz   generation,  
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detection  and  optical  pump  beams.  By  adding  the  optical  pump  beam  line,  one  
has   access   to   study  non-­‐‑equilibrium  dynamics   of   various  materials   in   the  THz  
regime.  Figure  5-­‐‑6  (bottom)  shows  a  time  domain  scan  of  a  THz  pulse  from  ZnTe  
crystal,  and  its  amplitude  spectrum.       
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5.2.3.b.  Extracting  the  Optical  Parameters:  Complex   σε ,    [77]  
  
Figure  5-­‐‑7  Time  domain  scans  of  MgO  and  MgB2/MgO  (10nm  film).  
  
The  raw  data  of  thin  film  sample,  given  by  THz  spectroscopy,  contains  two  
waveforms   in   the   time   domain.   Figure   5-­‐‑7   shows   two   scans   from   the  
superconductor  MgB2   (10nm   film)/MgO   (multiplied   by   11)   and   the   bare  MgO  
substrate.   Each   temporal   waveform   is   associated   with   a   complex   Fourier  
transform   in   the   frequency   domain:   Esample(ω )   and   Eref(ω ).   The   complex  





T =)(ω .  To  extract  the  complex  optical  coefficient,  






Extracting  Substrate  Parameter:  
In  order  to  measure  the  optical  response  and  dynamics  of  the  thin  film,  it  is  
necessary   to   determine   the   complex   refractive   index   of   the   substrate.  
Considering  a  thick  substrate,   the  Farby-­‐‑Perot  etalon  can  be  separated  from  the  
main  waveform  in  the  time  domain.  
  
Figure  5-­‐‑8  Transmission  through  a  thick  substrate.  
  




dnittPttEsub ==    Equation  5.24  
where   t12  (t21)   denotes   the   transmission   coefficient   when   light   propagates   from  
medium  1  to  2  (2  to  1),     
   )cosexp( 222 θ
ω
c
dniP =    Equation  5.25  
the  phase  factor  due  to  the  propagation  inside  the  substrate.     
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dniPEair ==    Equation  5.26  















































ditt            Equation  
5.27  
For  normal  incidence:     













T ωω    Equation  5.28  
Extracting   optical   parameters   from   a   Thin   Film   on   a   Thick   Substrate  
Parameter:  
  
Figure  5-­‐‑9  Transmission  through  a  thin  film  on  top  of  a  thick  substrate.  
  



















































































































































ω    Equation  5.33  
For  most  experiments  we  can  assume  that  the  phase  factor  due  to  the  film  is  very  
small,   12 <<ndc
ω ;   132 >>> nn   
The  transmission  coefficient  can  be  simplified  to:  























T                Equation  5.34  
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This   is   the   most   commonly   used   equation   for   extracting   the   complex  
conductivity  of  thin  film  samples.  
  
Extracting  Dynamical  Complex  Conductivity:  
Taking  the  derivative  of  the  Equation  5.34  yields:  
With  Equation  5.37,  one  can  extract  photo-­‐‑induced  conductivity  of  materials  by  
measuring   the   static   transmission   T,   conductivity   σ   and   photo-­‐‑induced  
transmission   change   ΔT   for   a   certain   pump-­‐‑probe   delay.   Therefore,   the   THz  
conductivity   dynamics   (time   dependent   Δσ(t))   can   be   extracted   by  monitoring  
transient  transmission  change  (ΔT(t)  at  different  pump-­‐‑probe  delay  
  
























03    Equation  5.35  











































σ    Equation  5.37  
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5.2.4 High  Field  THz  Generation  
High  field  THz  generation   is  a  recently  developed  technique  that  offers   the  
opportunity   to   use   THz   pulses   as   a   pump   beam   to   drive   materials   out   of  
equilibrium   state   through   resonantly   exciting   the   corresponding   elementary  
excitation   and   collective   modes  [78].   The   method   of   generating   intense  
single-­‐‑cycle   THz   pulses,   which   have   an   extremely   high   peak   electric   fields,   is  
commonly   referred   as   the   tilted-­‐‑pulse-­‐‑front   scheme   in   LiNbO3   crystal,   first  
proposed   in   2002     [79]   and   then   demonstrated   with   µμJ   near-­‐‑IR   pulses   in  
2003     [80]  by  Janos  Hebling.  Using  the  same  technique,  generation  of  10µμJ  THz  
pulse  was  demonstrated  at  MIT  by  Keith  Nelson’s  group  with  20mJ  input  800nm  
pulses  [68].  The  peak  electric   field  was  estimated  to  be  over  250kV/cm.   In  2011,  
the  Tanaka  group  [81]  at  Kyoto  University  improved  the  overlap  of  the  image  of  
grating  and  the  tilted-­‐‑pulse-­‐‑front,  such  that  a  nearly  collimated  THz  beam  with  
optimal   generation   efficiency   was   achieved.   The   experiment   demonstrated   a  
diffraction   limited   (300µμm)   tight   focus  of   the  THz  beam,  with   a   corresponding  




Figure   5-­‐‑10   Schematic   illustration   of   THz   generation   by   laser   pulse   with  
tilted-­‐‑wave-­‐‑front     [80].  The  800nm  beam  (black)  propagates  along  x-­‐‑axis.  THz  beam  (gray)   is  
emitted  in  a  direction  perpendicular  to  the  tilted-­‐‑wave-­‐‑front.  
  
Figure   5-­‐‑10   shows   the   scheme   of   high   field   THz   generation   designed   by  
Hebling.  The  basic   idea   is   to   realize   a  quasi-­‐‑phase-­‐‑matching   inside   the  LiNbO3  
crystal  by   controlling   the   tilt   angle  of   the  800nm  pump  beam  wave   front,   such  
that   the   group   velocity   component   that   is   perpendicular   to   the   wave   front  
matches  the  velocity  of  the  THz  beam,     
   i.e.   THzc
gr
p vv =θcos    Equation  5.38  
When   this   quasi-­‐‑phase-­‐‑matching   condition   is   satisfied,   the   instantaneously  
generated  THz   radiation   is   in  phase  with  THz   radiation  generated   earlier.   The  
refractive   index   for   800nm   and   the   THz   beam   inside   LiNbO3   is   2.23   and   5.16,  
respectively.      Thus,   to   achieve   phase   matching   a   tilt   angle   of   63   degrees   is  




beam   off   of   a   diffraction   grating   as   shown   in   Figure   5-­‐‑11.   The   blue   triangle  


























==    Equation  5.39  
where  γ  is  the  tilt  angle  of  the  wave  front,  and  θi,θd  are  incident  and  diffraction  
angle  of   the   laser  beam.  We  have  used  the  grating  equation pmdi λθθ =+ sinsin ,  
where   p   is   the   groove   density   of   the   grating.   Therefore,   by   adjusting   the  
diffraction  angle  and  choosing  a  grating  with  the  proper  groove  density,  one  can  
control  the  tilt  angle  of  wave  front  in  free  space.  However,   just  tilting  the  wave  
front  does  not  guarantee  a  high  efficiency  for  THz  generation,  because  the  beam  
after  the  grating  is  dispersed  and  spatially  chirped  after  the  diffraction  grating.  It  
will,   thus,   dramatically   reduce   the   generation   efficiency,   which   is  
intensity-­‐‑dependent.   This   issue   can   be   solved   by   adding   a   pair   of   cylindrical  
lenses   that   form   a   telescope   in   4f   configuration  [81]  [82]   (Figure   5-­‐‑12).   On   the  
image   plane   of   the   telescope,   the   spatially   dispersed   beam   is   focused   spatially  
and  temporally,  which  yields  the  shortest  possible  pulse  duration.  To  achieve  the  
optimal  THz  output,  we  need  to  match  the  image  of  the  grating  (temporal  focus  
plane)   and   the   tilt   angle   of   the   wave   front,   such   that   the   phase   matching  
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condition  and   shortest  pulse  duration  are   simultaneously   satisfied  [83].  The   tilt  








γ =    Equation  5.40  
where   n   is   the   refractive   index   of   the   800nm   beam   inside   LNO,   β1   is   the  
magnification   rate   for   the   tilted  wave   front.  The   tilt   angle  of   the  grating   image  
(temporal  focus  plane)  is  given  by:  
   22 tantan dn θβθ =    Equation  5.41  
When  θ=γ=63o,   there   is  a  perfect  overlap  of  grating   image  and  wave   front.  The  
rest  are  two  equations  for  β1,  β2  as  a  function  of  the  diffraction  angle  θd1,  θd2  (see  
Figure  5-­‐‑13).  For  a  grating  with  fixed  groove  density  of  1800  cm-­‐‑1,  we  solve  both  
equations  to  have  β1=β2=0.6,  andθd1=  θd2=57o.  As  the  groove  density  of  the  grating  
varies,   these   two   equations   give   other   solutions.   One   needs   to   adjust   the  




Figure  5-­‐‑11  Tilting  the  wave-­‐‑front  of  femtosecond  laser  pulse  with  diffraction  grating.  
  





Figure   5-­‐‑13  Solution   for   grating   groove  density,  magnification   rate   of   cylindrical   lenses   and  
the  diffraction  angle.  
  
  
Figure  5-­‐‑14  Schematic  of  the  THz-­‐‑pump  THz-­‐‑probe  setup:  THz  pump  beam  is  generated  fron  




Given  the  groove  density,  diffraction  angle  and  magnification  rate  in  Figure  
5-­‐‑13,   we   used   blazed   grating   with   groove   density   of   1800   cm-­‐‑1，a   pair   of  
AR-­‐‑coated  cylindrical  lenses  (f1=25cm,  f2=15cm,  f1/f2=0.6)  and  diffraction  angle  of  
55.3o.  Figure  5-­‐‑14  shows  the  rest  of  the  entire  THz  pump  THz  probe  setup.  The  
intense   THz   front   LNO   is   nearly-­‐‑collimated,   and   it   is   tightly   focused   by   the  
specially  designed  parabolic  mirror  with  f=1cm.  This  focused  beam  is  imaged  by  
a  pair  of  off-­‐‑axis  parabolic  mirrors  (OAP)  (focal  length  is  10cm  and  5cm)  onto  the  
sample  plane,  in  order  to  create  an  even  tighter  focal  spot  of  the  THz  beam.  The  
peak   electric   field   of   the   intense   THz   pulse   is   calibrated   to   be   600kV/cm  
(300kV/cm)  without   (with)   the  silicon  wafer,  which  couples  another  THz  probe  
beam,  generated  from  ZnTe,  into  the  high  field  THz  beam  path.  In  between  the  
second  OAP  and  the  Si  wafer,  a  pair  of  wire-­‐‑grid  polarizers  (WGP)  are  used  to  
adjust  the  amplitude  of  the  intense  THz  beam.  After  the  sample,  a  third  WGP  is  
placed  on  the  beam  path  to  filter  out  the  transmitted  THz  pump  beam,  where  the  
wire  of  WGP  is  set  in  parallel  to  the  pump  beam  polarization,  but  perpendicular  
to   the   probe   THz   beam   polarization.   Figure   5-­‐‑15   shows   the   measured   time  




Figure   5-­‐‑15   (Left)   Time-­‐‑domain   waveform   of   the   pump   (red)   and   probe   (blue)   THz   beam.  
(Right)  amplitude  Fourier  transform  of  the  time-­‐‑domain  THz  pulse.     
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Chapter  6 Photo-­‐‑induced  Phase  Transition  Phenomena  
6.1 Photo-­‐‑induced  Phase  Transitions  and  Dynamics:  Basic  Concept  
  
Time-­‐‑resolved  pump-­‐‑probe  experiments  go  beyond  linear  response  and  can  
formally  be  described  in  terms  of  resonant  or  non-­‐‑resonant  optical  nonlinearities.  
However,  for  transition  metal  oxides  (TMO),  it  is  more  instructive  to  consider  the  
dynamics   in   terms   of   spectral   weight   transfer   in   analogy   to   time-­‐‑integrated  
experiments.   Following   short   pulse   excitation,   a   TMO   may   exhibit   dynamic  
spectral   weight   transfer,   constituting   a   photo-­‐‑induced   reconfiguration   of   the  
electronic   and   lattice   properties.   For   example,   in   TMOs,   the   resulting   dynamic  
spectral   weight   transfer   could   arise   from   dynamic   octahedral   rotation   or  
distortion,   leading   to   a   phase   transition   (Figure   6-­‐‑1)     [84]  [85]  [86].   Figure   6-­‐‑1  
shows   the   free   energy   as   a   function   of   the   order   parameter,   plotted   as   a  
temporally   evolving   landscape,   in  which   a   pump  beam   initiates   the  dynamics.  
Numerous  possibilities  exist  for  the  dynamics  [87],  such  as  (a)  transitions  from  a  
phase  with  a  well-­‐‑defined  order  parameter  to  an  unordered  phase  or  vice  versa  
and  (b)  a  transition  between  two  states,  each  with  well  defined,  yet  distinct,  order  
parameters.   The   dynamics   can   be   further   classified   as   transitions   between  
thermally  accessible  phases  or  as  the  creation  of  a  transient  or  metastable  phase,  
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that  is,  a  hidden  order  phase  [5]  [88]that  exists  in  the  complex  energy  landscape  
and  is  not  accessible  to  conventional  thermodynamic,  transport,  or  spectroscopic  
experiments.   Although   such   states   may   exist   only   transiently,   ultrafast  
spectroscopy   has   the   temporal   resolution   to   allow   for   the   identification   of  
transient  order.  
  
Figure   6-­‐‑1   Pathway   for   photo-­‐‑induced   phase   transition   along   the   dynamical   free-­‐‑energy  
landscape  as  a  function  of  time  after  pump  excitation.  
  





6.2 Examples  of  Photo-­‐‑induced  Phase  Transitions  
6.2.1 Example  of  PIPT  in  Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3  
  
  
Figure   6-­‐‑2   Control   of   electronic   phase   of   Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3   by   mid-­‐‑IR   excitation.   (a)   Lattice  
structure   of  manganite   PCMO.   Red   arrows   denote   the  mid-­‐‑IR   stretching   phonon  mode.   (b)  
Vibration   excitation-­‐‑induced   change   in   near-­‐‑IR   reflectivity   as   a   function   of   pump   photon  
energy  and  static  optical  conductivity  resonance  associated  with  the  stretching  phonon  mode.  
(c)  Near-­‐‑IR  reflectivity  change  after   the  vibrational  mid-­‐‑IR  excitation  (solid  red  line)  and  the  
800nm  excitation  (dotted  blue  line).  
  
Experiments  in  the  visible/near-­‐‑IR  have  limitations  in  that  there  are  selection  
rules   for   excitation,   symmetry   considerations   for   the   character  of  phonons   that  
can   be   excited,   and   in   some   cases   undesirable   effects   such   as   temperature  
increases   associated   with   inevitable   electron-­‐‑phonon   relaxation.   Thus,  
complementary  approaches  are  desirable,  and  the  mid-­‐‑IR  offers  a  very  powerful  
route   for   mode-­‐‑selective   excitation   in   TMOs   by   way   of   direct   short-­‐‑pulse  
excitation   of   IR   active   phonons.   The   generation   of   mid-­‐‑IR   pulses   (1.5–20µμm)  
occurs  by  techniques  that  include  optical  parametric  amplification  and  difference  
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frequency   generation   in   appropriate   nonlinear   optical   crystals  [89].   Figure   6-­‐‑2  
shows   a   seminal   study   showing   that   it   is   possible   to   initiate   a   change   in   the  
conductivity   by  more   than   five   orders   of  magnitude   in   Pr1−xCaxMnO3   (PCMO)  
through  vibrational  excitation  [85].  PCMO  is  an  insulator  for  all  values  of  x,  and  
this   study   used   single   crystal   PCMO   (x   =0.3),   which   is   insulating   at   all  
temperatures  without  external  stimuli.  Short-­‐‑pulse  excitation   (∼200   fs)  at  17µμm  
(∼70  meV)  drives  the  phonon  mode  shown  in  Figure  6-­‐‑2a,  modulating  the  Mn-­‐‑O  
bond   distance,   which,   in   turn,   dynamically   changes   the   tolerance   factor   (the  
Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn   bond   angle).   As   is   well   known   for   the   manganites,   the   electronic  
bandwidth  correlates  with  this  bond  angle,  and  thus  IR  excitation  corresponds  to  
dynamic   modulation   of   U/W   driving   PCMO   toward   the   metallic   phase.   The  
magnitude  of  the  change  in  ΔR/R  (probe  at  1.5  eV)  in  Figure  6-­‐‑2b,  as  a  function  of  
the  pump  center  frequency,  scales  with  the  phonon  mode  absorption,  as  would  
be   expected   for   this   scenario.   Furthermore,   the   vibrational   excitation   yields   a  
response   in   ΔR/R   that   is   similar   to   that   of   above   band   gap   photo-­‐‑doping,   as  
shown  in  Figure  6-­‐‑2c.  Clearly,  mode-­‐‑selective   IR  excitation   for  non-­‐‑equilibrium  
phase   transitions   is  of   significant   interest.  Recent  work  by   the  Hamburg  group  
also   includes   ionic  Raman  scattering  [90]  and  photo-­‐‑induced  superconductivity  
(see  6.2.2).     
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6.2.2 Example  of  High  Tc  Superconductors  
  
Figure   6-­‐‑3   Light   induced   superconductivity   in   stripe-­‐‑ordered   cuprate   La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4.  
(a)Low-­‐‑temperature-­‐‑tetragonal   (LTT)  distortion,  with   a   tilting  of   the  CuO6  octahedra.  LTT   is  
associated  with   the   stripe   order;  HTT  denotes   the   high-­‐‑temperature   tetragonal   structure.   (b)  
Transient   c-­‐‑axis   reflectance   with   a   Josephson   plasma–like   edge.   It   is   present   5ps   after  
excitation,  suggesting  the  emergence  of  a  photo-­‐‑induced  superconducting  state.  
  
Superconducting   TMOs   remain   a   grand   challenge   in   condensed   matter  
physics  whether  one  is  investigating  the  microscopic  origin  of  the  ground  state,  
non-­‐‑equilibrium   phenomena   associated   with   condensate   recovery,   order  
parameter  competition.   In  fact,  dynamics  studies  of  superconductors  have  been  
quite   fruitful,   as   have   previous   studies   of   enhanced   superconductivity   using  
continuous-­‐‑wave   lasers  [91]  [92].   However,   vibrational   excitation   experiments  
offer  the  very  exciting  possibility  of  obtaining,  creating,  or  otherwise  uncovering  
superconductivity   at   temperatures   not   previously   achieved   (even  
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transiently)  [84]  [93].   The   undoped   parent   compounds   of   the   high-­‐‑temperature  
superconductors   are   Mott   insulators.   This   simply   means   that   electron  
correlations  are  responsible  for  the  insulating  behavior.  Doping  opens  up  a  rich  
phase   diagram   that   includes,   besides   superconductivity,   charge   ordering,  with  
the   electrons   localizing   at   specific   lattice   site   in   a   regular  pattern.  The  material  
shown   in   Figure   6-­‐‑3   is   La1.8−xEuSrxCuO4   (x=0.125)  [94].   This   compound   was  
chosen   precisely   because   it   is   not   superconducting,   instead   exhibiting   striped  
charge   density   order  [95].   However,   IR   excitation   of   the   lattice   resulted   in  
melting   of   this   ordered   phase,   leading   to   spectroscopic   features   at   THz  
frequencies   consistent  with   transient   superconductivity.   Figure   6-­‐‑3a   shows   the  
rocking-­‐‑like   vibrational   mode   of   an   oxygen   octahedron   excited   with   mid-­‐‑IR  
pulses.  This  rocking  motion  modulates  the  electronic  coupling  between  adjacent  
octahedrons,  thereby  initiating  the  transition  to  the  superconducting  phase.  The  
subsequent   dynamics   were   monitored   with   THz   probe   pulses.   The   THz  
spectrum   in   Figure   6-­‐‑3b   is   obtained   5   ps   after   the   arrival   of   the   vibrational  
excitation  pulse.  The  pronounced  dip  in  the  reflectivity  corresponds  to  tunneling  
of   superconducting   pairs   between   copper-­‐‑oxygen   planes,   termed   as   Josephson  
plasma  resonance  [96]  [97],  the  subunits  responsible  for  superconductivity.  These  
data,  obtained  with  time-­‐‑resolved  THz  techniques,  provide  a  strong  indication  of  
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transient  superconductivity  and  are  an  exciting  example  in  line  with  the  idea  of  
the  PIPTs  presented  in  Figure  6-­‐‑1.  Exciting  follow-­‐‑up  papers  on  arXiv  detail  the  
latest  developments  [93].  
6.2.3 Example  of  the  Vanadium  Dioxide  
  
Figure  6-­‐‑4  THz  field–induced  metal-­‐‑insulator  transition  in  a  VO2  metamaterial.  (a)(Left)  SEM  
image   of   a   single   split-­‐‑ring   resonator   (SRR)   shows   that   VO2   is   damaged   by   the   vertically  
polarized   THz   field   at   full   power,   demonstrating   a   strong   local   electric   field   enhancement  
within   the   SRR   capacitive   gap.   (Right)   Simulated   electric   field   enhancement   within   a  
metamaterial  unit  cell.  (b)  THz  pump-­‐‑probe  measurement  of  the  transmission  at  the  resonance  
frequency   (0.41  THz)   of   the  VO2  metamaterial.   The   signal   corresponds   to   an   increase   in   the  
VO2  conductivity  that  shorts  the  SRR  gap.  
  
An   additional   example   of   mode-­‐‑selective   excitation   is   related   to   electric   field  
switching  of  VO2  using  picosecond  THz  pulses  [98].  The  results  of  Figure  6-­‐‑4  are  
particularly  germane  as   an   example   in  which  THz  pulses  were  used   to   initiate  
and  probe  the  IMT  in  VO2.  THz  pulses  with  peak  field  strengths  of∼300  kV/cm  
were   not   sufficient   to   initiate   the   transition.   Thus,   gold   resonators   were  
fabricated  on  VO2  films  serving  as  sub-­‐‑wavelength  lightning  rods,  leading  to  the  
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localization   and   enhancement   of   the   THz   field.   The   X-­‐‑shaped   metamaterial  
resonator  structure   is   simply  an  LC  circuit   in  which   the   inductance   is  given  by  
the   loops   and   the   capacitance   is   given   by   the   gaps  [99]  [100].   The   outer  
dimension   of   this   resonator   is   75µμm,   and   the   capacitive   gaps   are   1.5µμm,  more  
than  two  orders  of  magnitude,  smaller  than  the  wavelength  of  the  incident  THz  
radiation.  As  the  simulation  in  Figure  6.5a  (right)  shows,  the  THz  electric  field  is  
concentrated  in  the  gaps  and  is  enhanced  by  a  factor  of∼30.  This  condition  leads  
to   peak   fields   of   several   megavolts   per   centimeter   in   the   gaps.   Experiments  
showed  that  such  field  strengths  are  sufficient  to  initiate  the  IMT.  As  Figure  6-­‐‑4  b  
shows,   the   initial   change   is  quite   rapid  and  occurs   in  a   few  picoseconds.   If  we  
refer  back   to  Figure  6-­‐‑4a,  pronounced  mesoscopic  damage  occurs   to   the  VO2  at  
THz   field   of∼4MV/cm.   These   results   show   that   electric   fields   can   be   used   to  
initiate   the   transition   inVO2,  with  an   initial   stage  of   carrier   release   followed  by  
rapid  electron-­‐‑phonon  relaxation;   thus,  at   longer   times,   the   full  metallic  state   is  
achieved   through   heating,   in   agreement   with   other   experiments.   Nonetheless,  
the   magnitude   of   the   change   in   the   conductivity   on   the   picosecond   timescale  
[∼500  (Ω·∙cm)  −1  ]  is  quite  large  and  is  of  technological  interest  in  terms  of  creating  
devices   such   as   fast,   highly   sensitive   detectors  [10].   Furthermore,   this   example  
shows  that  integration  with  metamaterial  resonators  provides  a  unique  route  by  
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which  to  control  and  manipulate  THz  fields  at  micro-­‐‑  to  nanoscopic  length  scales  
in  the  study  of  TMOs  and  related  complex  materials.  
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Chapter  7 Light  Control  of  the  Strain-­‐‑engineered  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  Films  
7.1 Physical  Properties  of  Elastic  Strain-­‐‑engineered  CMR  LCMO  Films  
Recent   experimental   and   theoretical   studies  [35]  [30]  [101]   show   that   the  
lattice  degree  of  freedom  strongly  interacts  with  the  electronic  structure  of  CMR  
manganites,   and   it   may   determine   the   electronic   and   magnetic   state   of  
manganites.   Elastic   strain   engineering   is   a   state-­‐‑of-­‐‑the-­‐‑art   technique   to  
reconfigure   transition   metal   oxides,   through   which   new   electronic   state   can  
emerge.  Such  strain-­‐‑induced  long  range  lattice  modulation  significantly  modifies  
the  ground  state  of  the  manganites.  In  this  work,  we  utilize  the  anisotropic  strain  
applied  by  the  NdGaO3  (001)  substrate  to  tune  the  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  into  the  charge  
ordered   insulating   (COI)   phase  [102],   in   contrast   to   the   ferromagnetic   metallic  
(FM)   phase   in   its   unstrained   counterpart.   The   emerging   COI   phase   originates  
from   the   enhanced   orthorhombicity   of   the   La2/3Ca1/3MnO3   lattice.   The  
accompanied   octahedral   tilting   and   enhanced   Jahn-­‐‑Teller-­‐‑like   distortion   breaks  
the   cubic   symmetry,   such   that   Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn   bond   angle   deviates   from   180o.  
Octahedral   tilting   and   Jahn-­‐‑Teller-­‐‑like   distortion   suppress   the   ferromagnetism  
and  itinerant  nature  of  the  d-­‐‑electrons.  Thus,  a  charge  ordered  insulating  phase  
takes  over  at   low  temperatures.  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  films  with  thicknesses  of  15  and  
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30  nm  were  grown  on  NdGaO3  (001)  substrates  by  pulsed  laser  deposition  (PLD),  
using   a   248   nm   KrF   excimer   laser   with   laser   energy   density   of   2   J/cm2   and  
frequency  of  5  Hz.  The  temperature  and  oxygen  pressure  during  the  deposition  
were   set   at   735   oC   and   40   Pa,   respectively.   In   order   to   optimize   the   oxygen  
content  and  to  enhance  the  epitaxial  strain  effect,  the  films  were  ex-­‐‑situ  annealed  
at   780   oC   in   a   flowing  O2   atmosphere   for   6  h.  The   structures   of   the   films  were  
analyzed   by   x-­‐‑ray   diffraction   (XRD)   using   Cu-­‐‑Kα1   (λ=1.5406     Å,   Panalytical  
X’Pert)   radiation,   including   high   resolution   off-­‐‑specular   x-­‐‑ray   reciprocal   space  
mapping  (RSM)  measurements  at  the  (116)  reflection.  The  surface  morphology  of  
the   films   were   characterized   by   the   atomic   force   microscopy   (AFM,   Vecco,  
MultiMode  V)  (see  Figure  7-1).     
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Figure  7-­‐‑1  (a,  b)  AFM  images  from  the  annealed  LCMO/NGO(001)  thin  films  with  thicknesses  
of  15  nm  and  30  nm;  (c)  XRD  linear  scan  profile  around  the  (004)  reflection  for  the  annealed  30  
nm  LCMO/NGO(001)  thin  film.  (d)  RSM  result  at  the  (116)  reflection  for  the  annealed  30  nm  
LCMO/NGO  (001)  thin  film.  Arrows  denote  the  position  of  LCMO  and  NGO  (103)  peak  in  k  
space.  
  
The   resistivity   measurements   were   performed   on   a   Quantum   Design  
physical   property  measurement   system   (PPMS)   using   the   standard   four   probe  
technique.   Figure   7-­‐‑2   shows   the   resistivity   of   three   La2/3Ca1/3MnO3   films   with  
different  lattice  strain.  The  15nm  as-­‐‑grown  LCMO  film  is  almost  strain  free,  and  
undergoes  an  insulator-­‐‑metal  transition  at  Tc=210K.  The  appearance  of  magnetic  
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field  (3T,  5T)  can   lift  Tc   to  a  relatively  higher   temperature  with  the  CMR  effect.  
The   annealed   15nm   and   30nm   LCMO   films   inherit   the   higher   orthorhombic  
structure   from   the   NGO   substrate   resulting   in   a   transition   (Tc=240K)   to   a  
charge-­‐‑ordered   insulating   phase   that   is   absent   in   its   bulk   form.   However,   the  
emerging   charge-­‐‑ordered   insulating   (COI)   phase   can   be   switched   to   a  
ferromagnetic  metallic   (FM)   phase   under   a   strong  magnetic   field   over   3T.   The  
detailed  phase  diagram  of  the  charge-­‐‑ordered  LCMO  film  is  illustrated  in  Figure  
7-­‐‑3.  The  strained  LCMO  film  is   insulating  at  all   temperatures  without  magnetic  
field.  In  a  3T  or  higher  magnetic  field,  the  sample  experiences  an  insulator-­‐‑metal  
transition,  the  same  as  in  bulk.  In  a  0-­‐‑2  T  magnetic  field  range,  the  FM  and  COI  




Figure  7-­‐‑2  Resistivity-­‐‑Temperature  curves  for  (a)  15nm  as-­‐‑grown  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  film,  (b)  30nm  
and  (c)  15nm  strain-­‐‑engineered  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  film,  under  various  magnetic  field  (0T~5T).  The  





Figure  7-­‐‑3  Phase  diagram  of  the  30nm  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  film.  Phase  boundaries  are  extrapolated  
from  the  resistivity  measurement  indicated  by  the  colored  dots.  
  
7.2 Ellipsometry  Data:  Static  Optical  Conductivity  Measurement  
   To  resolve  the  different  in  electronic  structure  of  the  strained  and  unstrained  
films,   optical   conductivity   measurements   of   all   LCMO   films   were   performed  
using  spectroscopic  ellipsometry  in  the  range  from  100meV  to  5eV,  as  shown  in  
Figure   7-­‐‑4.  As   the   temperature  decreases,   the   optical   conductivity   of   the   15nm  
unstrained   film   shows   a   spectral   weight   transfer   from   a   small   polaron   (or  
Jahn-­‐‑Teller   polaron)   peak  [103]  [104]   to   a   pronounced   Drude   peak,   associated  
with  an   insulator   to  metal   transition.  However,   the   Jahn-­‐‑Teller  polaron  peak  of     
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the  15nm  and  30nm  strained  films  evolves  into  a  narrower  peak  with  a  blue  shift  
at  low  temperatures.  We  assign  this  peak  to  the  inter-­‐‑site  Mn3+-­‐‑Mn4+  (di3dj4-­‐‑>di4dj3)  
transition  [104].   The   absence   of   the   Drude   peak   and   robustness   of   the   d-­‐‑d  
transition  peak   indicates   the   formation  of  a  charge-­‐‑ordered  state.  Specifically,  a  
0.5eV  charge  ordered  gap  can  be  clearly  seen  in  the  optical  conductivity  data  of  
the  15nm  annealed  film.  
  
Figure   7-­‐‑4  Real  part   of   the   complex   optical   conductivity   spectrum  of  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3   films   at  




7.3 Experimental  Realization  of  Photonic  Control  of  Strain-­‐‑engineered  
LCMO  Film  
7.3.1 A  Persistent  Nonthermal  Photo-­‐‑induced  Phase  Transition  to  the  Hidden  
Metallic  State  
  
Figure  7-­‐‑5  Photo-­‐‑induced  insulator   to  metal  phase  transition  in  the  30nm  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  thin  
film.   The   excitation   intensity   is   2mJ/cm2.   (Left)   THz   resistivity   (blue   solid   circles)   of   the  
photo-­‐‑induced   state   through   a   thermal   cycle   (130K   to   77K).   In   the   cooling   curve,   each  point  
stands  at  the  minimum  accessible  resistivity  after  the  photo-­‐‑excitation.  In  the  warming  curve,  
THz   resistivity   is   measured   without   photo-­‐‑excitation.   La2/3Ca1/3MnO3   film   re-­‐‑enters   the  
insulating  ground  state.  (Right)  Conductivity  hysteresis  corresponding  to  the  resistivity  curve.  
In  the  cooling  curve,  there  are  two  resistivity  data  points  (before  and  after  photo  excitation)  for  
each  temperature  at  T<100K.     
  
   The  30nm  charge-­‐‑ordered  LCMO  film  was  dynamically  perturbed  by  1.55  eV  
photons  (pulse  duration  30fs)  from  a  Ti:Sapphire  laser      to  resonantly  excite  the  
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inter-­‐‑site  Mn3+-­‐‑Mn4+  transition.  THz  time  domain  spectroscopy  is  used  to  measure  
the   conductivity   change   of   the   sample   following   the   optical   excitation.   An  
intriguing   photo-­‐‑induced   phase   transition   from   the   charge-­‐‑ordered   insulating  
state  to  the  “hidden”  ferromagnetic  metallic  state  was  observed  (Figure  7-­‐‑5).     
We  decrease  the  temperature  of  the  LCMO  film  in  5K  step  from  120K  to  80K.  
At  each  temperature,  successive  laser  pulses  are  used  to  perturb  the  sample  out  
of   equilibrium   state.   Two  measurements   of   THz   conductivity,   before   and   after  
the   successive   1.55eV   photo-­‐‑excitation   (2mJ/cm2),   are   performed   at   each  
temperature   in   the   cooling   process.   No   pronounced   photoinduced  
conductivity/resistivity   change   is   observed   until   the   sample   is   cooled   down   to  
105K.   At   temperatures   lower   than   105K,   a   persistent   change   of   the   THz  
conductivity   occurs   following   photo-­‐‑excitation.   When   the   sample   is   further  
cooled   by   5K   (in   the   absence   of   photoexcitation),   the   conductivity   stays   at   the  
same  value.  The  conductivity  keeps   increasing  and  forms  a  step-­‐‑like  curve  as  a  
function   of   temperature   until   it   reaches   the   conductivity   (~1200  Ω-­‐‑1cm-­‐‑1)   of   the  
hidden  metallic  phase  at  80K.  The  sample   is   then  warmed  up   to  130K,  and   the  
THz  conductivity  is  measured  at  each  temperature  without  any  optical  excitation.  
It   recovers  back   to   the   insulating  phase,   forming  a  nice   conductivity  hysteresis  
together  with  the  cooling  curve.  The  hysteresis  covers  a  narrow  45K  temperature  
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window.   We   will   come   back   to   the   discussion   of   the   onset   temperature   of  
photo-­‐‑induced  phenomenon  in  the  following  section  of  this  chapter.  It  should  be  
emphasized   that   such   an   equivalent   metallic   state   was   only   accessible   in   DC  
resistivity  measurements   under   a  magnetic   field   higher   than   3T.   Figure   7-­‐‑5(A)  
shows  the  photo-­‐‑induced  resistivity  of  the  strained  LCMO  film  to  compare  with  
the  DC  resistivity  data.  One  can  clearly   see   that  a  new  photon-­‐‑mediated  phase  
transition  pathway,   from   the  COI  phase   to   the  FM,  opens  up  at  T<105K.  Upon  
the   1.55eV   excitation,   resistivity   of   the   LCMO   thin   film   drops   significantly   by  
more  than  four  orders  of  magnitude.      After  finishing  the  thermal  cycle,  the  THz  
conductivity   of   strained   LCMO   film   is   measured   again   without   any  
photo-­‐‑excitation.  The  LCMO  film  returns   to   the  COI  phase  at  all   temperatures.  
The  observed   laser   induced   insulator   to  metal   transition   is   clearly   a  dynamical  
process  driven  by   intense  photons   instead  of   laser  heating,   since  photoinduced  
heating   would   actually   drive   the   sample   towards   higher   temperature   to   the  




7.3.2 Ultrafast  Near-­‐‑infrared-­‐‑pump  THz-­‐‑probe  Measurement  of  LCMO  Films  
  
Figure   7-­‐‑6   Ultrafast   THz   conductivity   dynamics   of   the   photo-­‐‑induced   state   at   various  
temperatures  for  30nm  annealed  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  film.  The  intensity  of  the  1.55eV  optical  pump  
beam   is   2mJ/cm2.   The  measurements   are   fitted   with   the   bi-­‐‑exponential   decay   (solid   yellow  
line).  (b),  (c)  shows  the  fitting  parameters  for  each  temperature.  
  
We   also   perform   conventional   optical   (800nm)   pump-­‐‑THz   probe  
spectroscopy   to   investigate   the   ultrafast   conductivity   dynamics   of   the   steady  
photo-­‐‑induced  metallic  states  at  various  temperatures,  Figure  7-­‐‑6.  The  dynamics  
shown  here  are  the  transient  change  of  conductivity  as  a  function  of  pump-­‐‑probe  
pulse  delay.  As   the  LCMO  film  undergoes   the  photo-­‐‑induced  phase   transition,  
the   conductivity  dynamics   show  a   sign   change   and  distinct  dynamics   between  
insulating   and   metallic   phase.   Above   the   photo-­‐‑induced   metal   insulator  
transition   temperature  Tc-­‐‑photon=105K,   the   1.55eV  pump  pulse   induces   an   abrupt  
increase  in  conductivity  with  a  fast  increase~1ps,  followed  by  a  plateau-­‐‑like  long  
decay.  The   sharp   increase  on   the  picoseconds   time   scale   implies   an   increase   in  
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the  photo-­‐‑excited  electron  population,  while  the  electron-­‐‑phonon  thermalization  
creates  a  long-­‐‑lived  component  due  to  the  increased  lattice  temperature  [105].  At  
T<Tc-­‐‑photon,   the   conductivity   dynamics   change   sign   and   evolves   into   a   two  
component  behavior.      A  bi-­‐‑exponential   function   is  used   to   fit   the   conductivity  
dynamics.   The   lifetime   of   the   slow   and   fast   component   decreases   with   the  
temperature,   and   they   diverge   as   T   approaches   Tc-­‐‑photon=105K.   The   fast   (~2ps)  
component   increases   in  magnitude  as   the   temperature  decreases.   It   arises   from  
the  photo-­‐‑induced  modification   of   the   effective  phonon   temperature.   The   slow  
dynamics   (~10s  ps)   is  a   signature  of   the  spin-­‐‑lattice   relaxation  process     [106].   It  
indicates  that  it  takes  additional  time  to  reach  equilibrium  among  the  electrons,  
lattice  and  spins  of  LCMO.     
  
Figure  7-­‐‑7  Ultrafast  THz  conductivity  dynamics  of  (a)  15nm  as-­‐‑grown  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  film,  (b)  
30nm   annealed   film   and   (c)   15nm   annealed   film   in   the   photo-­‐‑induced   states,   at   various  




We   have   also   performed   temperature   dependent   optical   pump-­‐‑THz   probe  
measurement   on   all   other   LCMO   films,   15nm   (as-­‐‑grown,   annealed)   and   30nm  
(annealed).      In   Figure   7-­‐‑7,   the   temperature   dependent   optical   pump   induced  
change  in  absolute  conductivity  as  a  function  of  pump-­‐‑probe  delay  is  plotted  for  
three  different  LCMO  films.  The  intensity  of  the  optical  pump  is  2mJ/cm2.  For  the  
15nm  as-­‐‑grown  film,  the  THz  conductivity  dynamics  flips  its  sign  as  it  undergoes  
the   intrinsic   insulator   to   metal   transition.   In   the   insulating   phase,   the   optical  
excitation   induces   a   sharp   peak   in   conductivity   with   the   time   scale   of   2ps.   It  
quickly  decays   (1ps)   into   a  plateau  with  much   longer   lifetime.  For   the  metallic  
phase,  a  fast  decrease  in  conductivity  (electron-­‐‑phonon  equilibration)  takes  over,  
followed  by  a  slow  component,  corresponding  to  the  spin-­‐‑lattice  relaxation.  Such  
a  sign  change  and  the  emergence  of  the  slow  spin-­‐‑lattice  relaxation  dynamics  is  
the  evidence  that  LCMO  enters  the  metallic  phase.  In  the  30nm  annealed  LCMO  
film,   in   which   the   photo-­‐‑induced   insulator-­‐‑to-­‐‑metal   phase   transition   is  
demonstrated.      An   evolution   of   the   ultrafast   dynamics,   that   resembles   the  
bulk-­‐‑like   15nm   as-­‐‑grown   LCMO   film,   is   observed   as   the   film   transits   from  
insulating  to  metallic  phase.  In  the  fully  strained  film  (15nm  annealed),  where  the  
charge  order  is  the  most  pronounced,  we  see  the  similar  tendency  to  transit  into  
metallic  phase.  But  it  is  much  weaker  and  with  no  measurable  THz  conductivity  
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change,  which  can  be  associated  with  a  persistent  phase  transition.  We  attribute  
the   absence   of   the   photo-­‐‑induced   phase   transition   to   the   large   strength   of   the  
elastic   strain,   such   that   a   persistent  metallic   phase   is  more   difficult   to   achieve,  
even   though   the   system   can  dynamically   approach   the  metallic-­‐‑like   phase,   the  
conductivity   dynamics   at   80K   shown   in   Figure   7.7   (c).   It   has   a   spin-­‐‑lattice  
relaxation  dynamics  similar  to  that  of  the  30nm  film  in  metallic  phase.  
7.3.3 Single  Pulse  Switching  of  LCMO  Thin  Film  
  
Figure   7-­‐‑8  Single   laser  pulse   switching   from   insulator   to  metal.   (a)  Pulse-­‐‑to-­‐‑Pulse   resistivity  
change   of   the  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3   film   after   the   sample   is   cooled  directly   to   80K.   From   top   (zero  
shot)  to  bottom  (50th  shot),  resistivity  is  changed  by  more  than  four  orders  of  magnitude.  (b)  
The   pulse-­‐‑to-­‐‑pulse   change   of   the   La2/3Ca1/3MnO3   on   the   conductivity   scale,   under   various  
photo-­‐‑excitation   intensities   (1-­‐‑4  mJ/cm2).   The   solid   lines   are   fits  with   the   singe   exponential  
function.   (c)   The   saturated   photo-­‐‑induced   THz   conductivity   as   a   function   of   the   average  
photon  absorbed  per  active  Mn3+  ion.  Colors  correspond  to  the  different  intensities  in  (b).  
A  more  striking  result   is   shown   in  Figure  7-­‐‑8,  which  demonstrates  a   single  
laser  pulse  switching  of  the  LCMO  thin  film  from  the  charge-­‐‑ordered  insulating  
state   toward   the   ferromagnetic   metallic   state.   The   Pockel   cell   inside   the   laser  
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amplifier  is  set  to  “singleshot”  mode,  such  that  a  single  laser  pulse  is  selected  for  
emission,  when  a  trigger  signal  is  sent  by  the  control  software.  The  laser  pulses  
(800nm,   sub   50fs)   at   fluences   of   1mJ/cm2,   2mJ/cm2   and   4mJ/cm2   are   used   to  
photo-­‐‑excite  the  sample  at  80K.  To  monitor  the  evolution  of  competing  phases  in  
LCMO,   the   THz   conductivity   is   measured   following   each   optical   excitation  
pulse.  From  laser  pulse  to  pulse,  the  THz  conductivity  builds  up  and  saturates  to  
an   intensity   dependent   value.   The   saturation   of   THz   conductivity   can   be  
achieved   within   only   20   laser   shots.   In   addition,   the   new   conducting   state  
following   each   excitation   pulse   is   a   steady   phase,   implying   a   certain   “locking  
mechanism”  is  involved  in  this  photo-­‐‑induced  phenomenon.     
The   fact   that   each   single-­‐‑shot   THz   conductivity   data   fits   an   exponential  
growth  function  (Figure  7.8  (b))  indicates  the  increase,  in  volume  fraction  of  the  
metallic   phase   upon   the   photo-­‐‑excitation,   depends   linearly   on   the   volume  
fraction  of   the   insulating  phase.  The  volume  fraction  dynamics  as  a   function  of  
laser-­‐‑shots  may  be  described  by  the  following  rate  equation:  
   ( ) dNfdf mm ⋅−⋅= 1
1
α
   Equation  7.1  
yielding     
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NNfNfm    Equation  7.2  
In   this   equation,   f   m   is   the   volume   fraction   of   the   metallic   phase,   1/α   is   the  
increase  rate  of  photo-­‐‑induced  conductivity  from  laser  shot  to  shot,  N  is  the  total  
number   of   laser   pulses   hitting   the   sample,   f1   is   the   volume   fraction   of  metallic  
phase  after  the  first  laser  shot.  We  use  the  Effective  Medium  Theory  (EMT)  [107]  
to   describe   the   average   conductivity   of   the   persistent   photo-­‐‑induced   state   as  
follows:  


























   Equation  7.3  
where   σm   is   the   saturation   conductivity   in   the   metallic   phase   and   σi=0   is   the  
conductivity  in  the  insulating  phase,  σeff   is  the  experimental  conductivity,  and  d  
is   the   dimension   of   sample.   Since   the   thickness   of   the   LCMO   film   (30nm)   is  
negligible  (half  of  the  penetration  depth),  we  take  the  two-­‐‑dimension  form  of  the  
equation  (d=2).  One  finds  that  the  effective  conductivity  σeff  and  volume  fraction  
fm  are  connected  by  the  following  equation:  
   ( )12 −⋅= mmeff fσσ    Equation  7.4  
  














NNfN m    Equation  7.5  
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With   Equation   7.5,   one   can   achieve   a   satisfying   fit   to   the   single-­‐‑shot  
conductivity  data.  It  requires  the  value  of  f1  to  be  0.51,  which  is  consistent  with  
the   effective   conductivity   derived   from   EMT   (fm   ≥   50%   for   an   observable  
effective  metallic   conductivity).   Since   the   value   of   α,   approximately   α=6.95,   is  
almost  intensity  independent  for  all  the  fluencies,  it  suggests  that  the  growth  of  
photo-­‐‑induced   metallic   fraction   is   universal   to   the   LCMO   film,   when   the  
intensity  of  the  excitation  pulse  is  above  the  threshold.  The  fact,  that  single-­‐‑shot  
data   fits   the  exponential  growth   function,   suggests   the   film  evolves   toward   the  
intensity  dependent  saturated  conductivity  through  a  phase-­‐‑separated  state.  The  
conductivity   of   the   metallic   cluster   is   determined   by   the   photo-­‐‑excitation  
intensity,  regardless  of  the  number  of  laser-­‐‑shots  it  has  experienced.  The  metallic  
cluster   remains   unchanged   after   additional   laser   excitation,   since   the  
corresponding  d-­‐‑d   intersite   transition  optical  conductivity  peak   for   the  metallic  
cluster  around  1.55eV  has  collapsed  into  the  Drude  peak  already.     
The   intensity   dependent   saturation   conductivity   can   be   interpreted   in   the  
following  way.  The  saturation  of  the  conductivity  is  consistent  with  the  intensity  
of  the  incident  beam  determining  the  amplitude  of  the  coherent  relaxation  of  the  
octahedral   tilting  that   is   the  relaxation  of   the  Jahn-­‐‑Teller  distortion.  With   larger  
amplitude   of   lattice   relaxation,   the   electrons   are   more   itinerant.   As   a   direct  
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consequence,   the   LCMO   films   saturates   at   higher   conductivity.   From   pulse   to  
pulse,  the  conductivity  of  the  new  metallic  cluster,  generated  from  the  insulating  
state,   has   the   same   value   as   the   saturation   conductivity.  What   changes   is   only  
volume  fraction  of  the  metallic  cluster  from  laser-­‐‑shot  to  laser-­‐‑shot.  
Note   that   the   growth   rate   of   volume   fraction   is   intensity   independent.  
Pulse-­‐‑to-­‐‑pulse,  the  ratio  of  the  COI  and  FM  phases  are  reshuffled  by  the  incident  
photons.  We   can   estimate   the   saturated   photo-­‐‑induced   THz   conductivity   as   a  
function  of  the  average  number  of  photons  absorbed  by  active  Mn  atom  (Figure  
7-­‐‑8c).  Laser  pulse  energy  is:     










   Equation  7.6  
The   corresponding   number   of   photons   per   pulse   is   14100323.4 × .   From   the  
ellipsometry   data,   we   can   precisely   calculate   the   actual   number   of   photons  
absorbed  by  LCMO  film,   taking   into  account   the   front   surface   reflection  R  and  
absorption  coefficient  α.  






























α    Equation  7.8  
Number  of  photon  absorbed  by  LCMO  is     
   ( ) 1414 10121.1100323.4)1(1 ×=×⋅−⋅−= ⋅− deRN α    Equation  7.9  











=⋅⋅= ππ    Equation  7.10  
The  pseudo-­‐‑cubic  lattice  constant  of  30nm  LCMO  film  is   m101086.3 −×   
Volume  per  unit  cell  is     
   ( )3101086.3 mVcell −×=    Equation  7.11  
Total  number  of  pseudo-­‐‑cubic  unit  cell  is     


















   Equation  7.12  
Indeed,   the   photo-­‐‑excited   area,   FWHM  of   the   beam,   takes   70%   of   the   incident  











=MnPhoton    Equation  7.13  
The   calculation   above   assumes   that   all   Mn3+/Mn4+   atoms   are   active   for  
photo-­‐‑excitation.  The  actual  number,  participating  the  d-­‐‑d  transition,  is  1/3  of  the  
total   Mn   atoms,   since   only   1/3   of   the   Mn   ions   are   Mn4+,   which   accepts   a  
photo-­‐‑excitated   eg   electron   from   neighboring   Mn3+   site.   Thus,   the   absorbed  











   Equation  7.14  
The   saturated   THz   conductivity   is   nonlinear,   and   has   a   threshold   value   of  
0.06  photon  per  active  Mn3+.      This  means  that  the  simultaneous  absorption  of  a  
huge   number   of   photons   induces   more   than   the   total   effect   of   individual  
events  [108].  The  onset  of  such  nonlinear  behavior  manifest  itself  a  consequence  
of   cooperative   interaction   of   charge,   lattice,   spin  degrees   of   freedom   in  LCMO  




7.3.4 Phenomenological  Model  for  CMR  Manganite  Materials:  
Ginzburg-­‐‑Landau  Analysis  
It   is   essential   to   address   three   major   questions,   based   on   the   existing  
photo-­‐‑induced   THz   conductivity   and   single-­‐‑shot   results.   First,   the   PIPT   is  
triggered  by  a  single  ultrafast  laser  pulse.  What  is  the  dynamical  mechanism  that  
impels  a  hidden  meta-­‐‑stable  state  to  compete  with  the  COI  ground  state?  Second,  
the  photo-­‐‑induced  insulator  to  metal  transition  occurs  only  below  100K,  far  from  
the   charge   ordered   temperature   Tco=240K.      The   photo-­‐‑induced   metallic   phase  
locks  itself  in  the  FM  state,  but  vanishes  as  temperature  increase  to  130K.  Third,  
what   is   the  underlying  physics   of   the   threshold   and  nonlinear   characteristic   in  
the  saturated  single-­‐‑shot  photo-­‐‑induced  THz  conductivity?     
Before  answering  all  these  questions,  keep  it  in  mind  that  the  charge-­‐‑ordered  
insulating  state  is  completely  implanted  by  the  coherent  lattice  distortion  in  the  
thin  film  LCMO.  Thus,  the  photo-­‐‑induced  phase  transition  must  result  from  the  
relaxation   of   the   orthorhombic   lattice   distortion,   which   is   the   key   to  
understanding   the   complex   behavior   of   manganites.   Our   experimental   results  
imply   the  microscopic  dynamics  of   the  PIPT  as   follows,  Figure  7-­‐‑9.  The  1.55eV  
photo-­‐‑excitation   coherently   delocalizes   the   eg   d-­‐‑electrons   of   the   Mn3+   atoms.  
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These   transient   itinerant  d-­‐‑electrons   free   the  MnO6   octahedrons   in  a  displacive  
manner,  which  relaxes   the  octahedral   tilting  and  Jahn-­‐‑Teller  distortion.   In   turn,  
the   bond   angle   of  Mn-­‐‑O-­‐‑Mn   increases   toward   180o.   The   sudden   change   of   the  
lattice  directly  affects  the  value  of  the  exchange  integral,  J,  leading  to  a  transition  
from   the   anti-­‐‑ferromagnetic/   spin-­‐‑canted   state   to   ferromagnetic   state.   The  
emergence  of  ferromagnetism  can  preserve  the  itinerancy  of  d-­‐‑electrons  in  the  eg  
band  and  relaxation  of  strain-­‐‑induced  lattice  distortion.  The  itinerant  d-­‐‑electrons,  
relaxed  lattice  distortion  and  the  ferromagnetism  mutually  reinforce  each  other.  
Thus  a  stable   ferromagnetic  metallic  phase   is  energetically   favored  after   such  a  





Figure   7-­‐‑9   Schematic   view   of   the   photo-­‐‑induced   insulator   to   metal   transition   dynamics   on  
microscopic  scale.  
  
We  use   the  phenomenological  Ginzburg-­‐‑Landau   theory  [109]   to  explain   the  
photo-­‐‑induced   insulator-­‐‑metal   transition   and   “locking”   mechanism   in   our  
strained  films  in  more  details.  It  is  necessary  to  include  magneto-­‐‑elastic  coupling  
in  order  to  obtain  a  comprehensive  understanding  of  the  CMR  manganites.  The  
existence  of  such  magneto-­‐‑elastic  coupling  makes  it  feasible  to  trigger  the  phase  
transition  by  stimuli  such  as  magnetic  field,  pressure,  strain  and  photo-­‐‑excitation.  
The   Ginzburg-­‐‑Landau   free   energy   (Equation   7.15)   includes   elastic,   magnetic  























LCMO   film   are   the   lattice   distortion   L   (Jahn-­‐‑Teller   distortion,   or   tilting   and  
rotation   mode   of   the   oxygen   octahedron)   and   magnetization   M.      The   free  
energy  F  in  a  2D  space  of  L  and  M  is  
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Where  TCO  is  the  charge  ordering  temperature  240K,  Tm   is  the  onset  temperature  
of  the  ferromagnetism  without  charge  ordered  phase  (lattice  strain).  Tm  strongly  
depends   on   the   applied   the  H   field   on   the   sample.   The  value   of  e   denotes   the  
elastic-­‐‑magneto  coupling/interaction  of  the  order  parameters  L  and  M.  At  lower  
temperature   (T<105K),   the  magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling  should  have  a  pronounced  
influence  on  the  free  energy  landscape,  corresponding  to  a  “locking”  mechanism  
from   the   coupling   of   the   spin   and   lattice   degrees   of   freedom.   Within   this  
temperature   range,   the   photo-­‐‑induced   phase   transition   can   proceed   and   have  
persistent   nature.   To   capture   the  main   feature   of   the   balance   of   the   competing  
lattice   and   spin   degrees   of   freedom,   we   assign   values   to   parameters   in   the  
Landau-­‐‑Ginzburg  free  energy  (Equation  7.16):  
224242 015.01502.020 LeMMMLL ++−+− ,  with   ]21.0,05.0[∈e             Equation  7.16  
The  coefficients  have  arbitrary  unit  that  may  give  energy  scale  different  from  real  
values   in  manganites.  However,   the   ratio   of   all   parameters   is   the  most   critical  
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factor   for  determining   the   correct   shape  of   the   free   energy   landscape.  One   can  
always   rescale   Equation   7.16   to   match   the   actual   energy   scale   for   manganites  
accordingly.  
Figure   7-­‐‑10   gives   the   free   energy   contours   with   various   values   of  
magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling   constant   at   different   temperatures.   Each   energy  
contour  has  four  minima  (two  global  minima  A  and  A’,  and  two  local  minima  B  
and   B’).   In   the   case   of   the   strained   LCMO   film,   the   global   minimum   A   (A’)  
corresponds   to   the   charge   ordered   insulating   phase,   where   L≠0   and   M=0,  
representing   the   ground   state   of   the   system.   B   (B’)   is   the   metastable  
ferromagnetic  metallic  phase,  which  competes  with  the  insulating  phase.  Figure  
7-­‐‑10  E.1-­‐‑E.4  shows  the  energy  landscape  as  a  function  of  lattice  distortion  along  
the   highlighted   (red)   path   (A-­‐‑B-­‐‑A’)   in   the   contour   map,   with   changing  
temperature  and  magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling   constant   (e=0.05,   0.07,   0.13,   0.21).  As  
the  magneto-­‐‑elastic  coupling  constant   increases/temperature  decreases,   the  energy  
barrier   between   global  minimum  A   (A’)   and   local  minimum   B   (B’)   rises   for   a  
fixed  temperature/magneto-­‐‑elastic  coupling  constant.  When  the  coupling  e   is  small  
(or   temperature   is  high),   the  energy  barrier  between  A  (A’)  and  B   (B’)   is   small.  
The  ferromagnetic  metallic  phase  B  (B’)  is  very  unstable  because  the  minimum  is  
too  shallow.      However,  an  external  magnetic  field  can  tilt  the  free  energy  along  
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B-­‐‑B’  direction,  which  makes   the  B   (B’)   stable   in   such  a  case.  Macroscopically,  a  
CMR   effect   should   be   observed.   After   the   magnetic   field   is   turned   off,   the  
material  will  recover  back  to  insulator  A  (A’)  from  a  ferromagnetic  metal  B  (B’).  
On   the   contrary,   when   the   magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling   e   is   larger   (or  
temperature<105K),   the  gigantic  energy  barrier  between  A  (A’)  and  B  (B’)   turns  
the  LCMO  film  into  a  non-­‐‑ergodic  system.  Even  though  B  (B’)  is  a  local  minimum,  
of   which   the   energy   is   higher   than   ground   state,   the   energy   barrier   between  
ground  and  metastable  state  will  protect  such  a  state.   It   locks  the  LCMO  to  the  
meta-­‐‑stable   metallic   state,   after   the   studied   material   is   routed   into   the  
corresponding   potential   well   B   (B’).   In   the   case   of   the   photo-­‐‑induced   phase  
transition   in   LCMO,   the   incident   1.55   eV   photon   transiently   relaxes   the   lattice  
distortion  and  boosts  the  magnetization  simultaneously.  As  a  result,  the  sample  
is   switched   from  A   (A’)   to   B   (B’).   This   photo-­‐‑induced  metallic   phase   B   (B’)   is  
persistent,   because   of   the   large   energy   barrier   created   by   the   strong  
magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling.   As   the   temperature   increases   (T>105K),   this   barrier  
will  fall  off,  due  to  the  thermal  fluctuations.  The  LCMO  film  will  be  able  to  return  
to   insulating  phase,  which  is   the  true  ground  state.  We  want  to  emphasize  that  
most   CMR   manganites   show   similar   behavior   under   magnetic   field.   The  
application  of   the   stimuli   switches   the   system   from   insulating   to  metallic   state,  
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persistently  [38]  [45].   Upon   turning   off   the   stimuli,   the   new   metallic   phase   is  
always   stable   below   a   certain   temperature,   above   which   the   system   jumps  
abruptly   back   to   global   insulating   phase.   We   believe   that   the   magneto-­‐‑elastic  
coupling   is   indispensable   for   understanding   such   phenomenon   and   CMR  
manganites  in  general.  A  correct  model  should  also  be  able  to  explain  the  phase  
separation   in  manganites   and  we   can   accomplish   this   if  we   change   our  model  
into   a   form   with   a   detailed   expression   for   the   lattice   term,   which   includes  
crystal-­‐‑symmetry   compatible   long   range   and   short   range   lattice   modes  [35].   It  
may  be  able  to  explain  the  phase  separation  in  manganites,  as  well.  This  is  a  free  
energy  problem  beyond  the  2D  model  shown  here.  
Now  we  answer  the  second  question.  The  dynamics  proposed  above  requires  
that   the   transient   relaxation   of   lattice   distortion   is   intense   enough   to   vary   the  
exchange  interaction,  J  [86],  of  the  Mn  core  spins.  In  other  words,  the  existence  of  
magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling   must   play   a   role.   With   the   onset   of   magneto-­‐‑elastic  
coupling   as   evidenced   in   reference     [32],   the  photo-­‐‑induced  phase   transition   is  
allowed.   Moreover,   due   to   the   existing   mutual   interaction,   the   nature   of   the  
phase   transition   is  persistent.  As   the   temperature   increases,   the  magneto-­‐‑elastic  
coupling  initiated  energy  barrier  between  ground  and  meta-­‐‑stable  states  will  be  
washed  out  by   thermal   fluctuations.  Thus,   the   system   returns   to   the   insulating  
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state   with   anti-­‐‑ferromagnetism/spin-­‐‑canting   and   larger   lattice   distortion,   as  
favored   by   the   free   energy.   In   this   case,   the   persistent   metallic   phase   cannot  
survive   because   of   the   lack   of   a   strong   “locking  mechanism”   provided   by   the  
magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling.   It   should   be   pointed   out   that   the   phase   transition  
dynamics  based  on  the  magneto-­‐‑elastic  coupling  is  valid,  not  only  for  our  LCMO  
films,  but  also  insulator   to  metal   transition   in  manganites   induced  by  magnetic  
field  [38],   electric   field     [110]   and  quasi-­‐‑photo   excitation   (with   the   assistance  of  
E/H  field)     [40]  [85]  [111].  One  can  understand  the  fact  that  the  metallic  phase  in  
all  these  experiments  only  survives  below  a  certain  temperature.     
It   is  not  hard   to  answer   the   last  question.  The  nonlinearity  of   the  saturated  
photo-­‐‑induced   THz   conductivity   suggests   that   the   cooperative   dynamics   do  
involve  all  the  competing  orders  (charge,  lattice,  spin).  In  the  low  laser  intensity  
regime,   only   a   small   portion   of   the   eg   d-­‐‑electrons   delocalize,   and   the  
corresponding  density  of  relaxed  octahedra  is  small.  These  relaxed  octahedra  are  
in  the  bath  of  highly  distorted  octahedra,  which  hinders  the  onset  of  a  persistent  
phase   transition   on   a   larger   scale,   but   it   could   happen   transiently.   Thus,   a  
threshold  to  realize  persistent  PIPT  is  necessary,  which  is  0.06  photon  per  active  
Mn3+   on   average.  As   the   laser   intensity   increases,   the   population   of   transiently  
relaxed   octahedra   becomes   majority.   The   collective   lattice   relaxation   is  
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strengthened,  due  to  the  coherent  weakening  of  the  surrounding  distorted  lattice  










7.3.5 Single-­‐‑shot  Pump-­‐‑probe  Spectroscopy  of  the  Persistent  Phase  
Transition  in  La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  
It   is  clear  from  the  single-­‐‑shot  THz  conductivity  measurement  that,  starting  
from  the  charge-­‐‑ordered  insulating  state,  a  single  laser  pulse  can  switch  the  state  
of   sample   toward   a   meta-­‐‑stable   metallic   phase.   The   sample   enters   a   static  
intermediate   state   between   two   800nm   laser   shots.  We   now   still   have   one   last  
question  remains  to  be  answered.  What  are  the  dynamics  of  the  single  laser  pulse  
switching   dynamics   in   real   time?   Even   though   the   optical   pump-­‐‑THz   probe  
experiment   was   performed   for   the   switched   state   at   each   temperature,   it   is  
pump-­‐‑probe  spectroscopy  of  the  saturated  state,  i.e.  a  state  that  cannot  be  further  
switched   with   laser   pulses.   The   transient   dynamics   right   after   the   optical  
excitation,   which  will   definitely   provide   detailed   information   of   the   switching  
mechanism,  has  been   lacking.  A   real  dynamics   study  on   the   shot–to-­‐‑shot  basis  
will   offer   some   evidence  of   the  proposed  microscopic  picture  of   the  dynamics,  
directly  or   indirectly.   It  may  be  an  additional   test  of   the   switching  mechanism,  




Figure  7-­‐‑11  Schematic  of  the  single-­‐‑shot  pump  probe  spectroscopy  setup.  
  
   To  elucidate  the  single  laser  switching  in  LCMO,  the  single  shot  pump-­‐‑probe  
spectroscopy  was  performed  to  measure  the  time-­‐‑resolved  reflectivity  dynamics  
when   one   laser   pulse   hits   the   sample.   Figure   7-­‐‑11   shows   the   schematic   of   the  
single   shot   pump-­‐‑probe   spectroscopy  [112]  [113]  [114].   A   single   laser   pulse   at  
800nm  splits  into  a  pump  excitation  pulse  and  a  second  pulse  for  Non-­‐‑collinear  
Optical   Parametric   Amplification   (NOPA)   of   the   probe   pulse   with   tunable  
wavelength  in  the  visible  regime.  For  this  specific  experiment,  the  pump  pulse  is  
800nm,  and  the  probe  pulse  is  tuned  to  720nm  (1.7  eV).  The  probe  pulse  is  then  
expanded  through  a  telescope.  A  square  slit  was  used  to  select  the  central  part  of  
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the  Gaussian  beam.  Thus,  pulse  with  a  nearly  homogeneous  square  spatial  shape  
propagates  on  to  two  perpendicular  stair-­‐‑step  echelon  structures  (thin  one  gives  
25fs   delay   per   step,   while   the   thick   one   gives   5ps   delay   per   step)   ,   which  
generates   400   probe   pulses   with   25fs   increment   in   time,   covering   a   10ps  
time-­‐‑window.  The  400  probe  pulses  with  relative  delay  of  25fs  are  focused  on  to  
the   same   spot   on   the   sample,   and   get   reflected   into   a   collimating   lens   and  
another  telescope,  which  image  dual-­‐‑echelon  generated  probe  pulses  on  to  a  half  
of   CCD   camera.   Besides   the   400   beamlets   that   probe   the   sample,   another   400  
probe  pulses  bypass  the  sample  and  hit  the  other  half  of  a  CCD  camera,  such  that,  
a   single   shot   reflection   pump-­‐‑probe   trace   (ΔR/R)   could   be   extracted   by  
comparing  the  spatially  collected  sample  and  reference  signal  from  the  pixels  of  
the   CCD   camera.   With   this   technique,   we   may   be   able   to   explicitly   obtain  




Figure  7-­‐‑12  Single-­‐‑shot  switching  dynamics  of  LCMO  thin  film.  
  
   Figure   7-12   shows   the   switching   dynamics   of   LCMO   film   by   single   shot  
pump-­‐‑probe  spectroscopy.  In  the  upper  right  plot,  blue  and  black  solid  lines  are  
pump-­‐‑probe  (800nm  pump,  720nm  probe,  average  50  times)  traces  taken  at  110K  
(insulating   state)   and  80K   (switched  metallic  phase).  The  dash   lines   (bottom   to  
top)  are  single  shot  pump-­‐‑probe  traces  at  different  laser  shots  (2nd,  blue;  5th,  green;  














amplitude  of  the  transient  peak  in  the  trace  decreases,  and  the  pump-­‐‑probe  trace  
shifts   from   shape  with   insulating   characteristics   into   a  metallic   one.   The   ΔR/R  
signal  has  already  dropped  by  a  third  of  the  insulating  phase  signal,  after  5  laser  
shots.  In  the  upper  left  plot  of  Figure  7-­‐‑12,  we  can  have  a  closer  look  of  the  change  
in  reflectivity  amplitude  (@720nm,  1.7eV)  on  a  shot-­‐‑to-­‐‑shot  basis.  One  interesting  
aspect   is   that   the   rate  of   changing   reflectivity   (3.645)   is  almost   two   times   faster  
than   that   of   the   single-­‐‑shot   THz   conductivity   measurement.   This   is   simply  
because  we  are  probing  the  switching  dynamics  at  two  different  spectral  ranges  
(far-­‐‑infrared  and  visible)  in  the  optical  conductivity  data.  Each  probing  method  is  
only   sensitive   to   a   certain   stage   of   the   insulating   to  metal   transition,  when   the  
sample  is  switched  from  extremely  insulating  to  extremely  conductive  state.     
From   the   optical   conductivity   data   of   the   15nm   as-­‐‑grown   and   annealed  
sample,  (Figure  7-­‐‑4),  we  notice  that  the  1.7eV  d-­‐‑d  transition  peak  is  much  more  
sensitive  to  a  temperature  change  in  the  insulating  phase,  and  the  change  at  the  
1.7eV  in  semi-­‐‑insulating  or  metallic  phase  is  negligible.  Therefore,  the  single  shot  
reflectivity  data  decays   at   a   high   rate   because   it   flattens   out  much   earlier   than  
achieving  an  observable  metallic  state  with  the  THz  spectroscopy.  In  contrast,  the  
THz  radiation  is  sensitive  to  the  change  in  semi-­‐‑insulating/metallic  phase,  which  
has  well  defined  conductivity  over  several  tens  of  Ω-­‐‑1cm-­‐‑1,  as  shown  in  the  Figure  
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7-­‐‑4.  There  are  fundamental  physics  behind  the  two  distinct  rates.  It  implies  that  
the   shot-­‐‑to-­‐‑shot   switching   first   happens   on   a   sub-­‐‑micron   scale,   and   then   the  
micro-­‐‑metallic-­‐‑cluster  percolates  to  form  larger  scale  (several  hundred  microns).  
The  wavelength  of  1.7eV  probe  is  submicron.  Thus,  it  is  sensitive  to  conductivity  
change  on  the  micron  scale,  which  is  too  small  for  THz  radiation  to  see  it.  Since  
the   growth   of   larger   cluster   lags   behind   the   micron-­‐‑metallic   cluster,   the   THz  
conductivity   increasing   rate   is   smaller.   These   may   be   the   origin   of   the   two  
different  changing  rates.  
Besides  the  shot-­‐‑to-­‐‑shot  pump-­‐‑probe  dynamics  study  at  a  fixed  pump  pulse  
duration,   we   have   also   carried   out   the   same   experiment   with   different   pump  
pulse  durations.  The  observation  is  that  the  sample  gets  more  difficult  to  switch  
into   the  metallic   phase   under   the   excitation   of   a   longer   pump   pulse.   First   the  
switching   threshold   is   higher   at   longer   pulse   duration.   Second,   the   saturated  
bulk  reflectivity  is  smaller  for  excitation  of  the  same  intensity,  but  different  pulse  
duration.  All  these  details  are  consistent  with  the  microscopic  picture  described  
before.  The  photo-­‐‑induced   transient   lattice   relaxation   should  be  displacive   and  
cooperative,   i.e.   the  amplitude  of   the  switching  depends  on   the  pulse  duration.  
When   the   pulse   duration   is   too   long,   the   coherence   needed   for   initiating   such  
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displacive  and  cooperative  is  not  fulfilled.  Thus,  it  is  more  difficult  to  realize  the  
photo-­‐‑induced  insulator  to  metal  transition.  
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Chapter  8 Conclusions  and  Future  Directions  
In   conclusion,   we   have   demonstrated   a   persistent   and   single-­‐‑laser-­‐‑pulse  
driven   insulator-­‐‑to-­‐‑metal   phase   transition   in   strain-­‐‑engineered   La2/3Ca1/3MnO3  
thin   films.   The   experimental   results   demonstrate   that   the   light-­‐‑induced   phase  
transition   is  of   a   cooperative  nature   involving   spin,   lattice,  orbital   and  electron  
degrees   of   freedom,   with   the   key   ingredient   of   the   switching   being  
magneto-­‐‑elastic   coupling.   Such   active   photo-­‐‑control   provides   a   dynamical  
perspective  to  understand  how  the  delicate  balance  of  competing  orders  decides  
the   quantum   phases   in   colossal-­‐‑magnetoresistance   materials.   The   THz  
conductivity  and  the  visible  reflectivity  dynamics  have  been  carefully  studied  on  
a   shot-­‐‑to-­‐‑shot   basis.   Current   spectroscopic   results   suggest   that   the   ultrafast  
switching  dynamics  occurs  within  an  excitation  laser  pulse  or  even  shorter  time  
scale.   Performing   time-­‐‑resolved   experiment   with   extremely   short   laser   pulses  
(sub-­‐‑10fs)  on  both  the  switchable  and  highly  charge-­‐‑ordered  insulating  film  will  
be  very  helpful  and  interesting  to  reveal  the  switching  dynamics  in  much  more  
detail.   Thus,   it   could   offer   us   a   deeper   understanding   of   the   physics   of   CMR  
manganites   and   photo-­‐‑induced   phase   transitions   in   this   class   of   compound.   It  
will   also   be   important   to   use   Spectroscopic   Near-­‐‑field   Optical   Microscope  
(SNOM)  [115],  which  provides  spatial  mapping  with  spectroscopic   information,  
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to   study   the  photo-­‐‑induced   switching  process   in  LCMO.  The  hope   is   to  obtain  
some   important   clues   from   SNOM   measurements,   which   could   potentially  
provide  us  experimental  results  in  complementary  to  our  ultrafast  spectroscopy  
results.  
In  terms  of  applications,  the  ultimate  goal  is  to  seek  a  similar  compound  that  
behaves  as  the  strain-­‐‑engineered  LCMO  film,  but  exhibits  the  single-­‐‑laser  pulse  
switching  effect  at  a  higher  temperature,  such  that  an  actual  device  can  be  made  
out   of   the   optical   switchable   material.   One   can   image   that   the   success   in  
fabricating  materials  that  function  at  room  temperature  could  potentially  lead  to  
an  entirely  family  of  materials  for  making  contact-­‐‑free  memory  electronic  devices,  
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